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ABSTRACT 

In order to test the primacy and/or recency effect of a 

partner in reducing the influence of a group on individual naive 

S„ 200 volunteers were used, equally divided as to sex and representing 

•both a high school and a college population. 

Each subject uas individually isolated in a small room to 

respond as part of a simulated group to Asch°type stimuli (i.e., 

lines of various length), seeing the responses of others and giving 

their responses via a Crutchfield-type apparatus (i,e», a panel 

using small lights to indicate responses)® Each subject went through 

twenty trials, ten of which were critical (i.e., the group chose a 

line different from the veridical response)* The twenty trials 

were then repeated0 0a one of the runs of 20 trials, the critical 

trials Involved a unanimous response by the group. On the other 

run, the critical trials were not unanimous, but used a partner giving 

the veridical responses The order of these two runs was balanced 

for the college sample® 

Of the five-member group, the partner was in the first 

position to respond (i.e., primacy), the third (i.e., neither 

primacy nor recency), or the last (i.e., recency) for the complete 

run. Essentially, the S could respond by (l) independence (i.e., 

choosing the veridical line), (2) conformity (i.e., going along with 

the group), or (3) compromising (i.e., choosing the intermediate 

line between the veridical and group response). 

xl 
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Results Indicated several trends: 

(1) Although there were differences from the various sample 

groups, group influence isas less than with most experiments using 

Asch-type stimuli© 

(2) In the critical trials with a veridical partner,, 

regardless of the position of the partner,, th© errors due to group 

influence were essentially not significantly different from the 

number of errors made by the control group0 

(3) A "contrast" effect in the stimuli of critical trials 5» 

6, and 7 of the first run seems to have at least partially contributed 

to the first two trends mentioned above by increasing suspiciousness 

and reducing group influence* 

(k) College Ss Mho were influenced by the group were more 

likely to compromise, while high sohool Ss so influenced were more 

likely to conform. 

(5) Nonsignificant factors in this study were sex, age, 

religious group, and racial-ethnic groups« 

Although the experiment did not reveal a primacy and/or 

recency effect of the partner, the differences between college Ss 

and high school Ss (number 4 above) did support previous work in 

the area of cognitive-perceptual development,, 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Previous research related to social Influence, according to 

Luchins, has "amply demonstrated that people can be influenced so 

that they ignore or change the meaning of the object of (their) 

judgments? the problem not? is hou to minimize such Ignoring or changing 

of the evidence" (Luchins and Luchins, 1967)» This paper is an 

attempt to explore one factor related to reducing the social influence 

of a groups that of a veridical partner, i.e., one who is objectively 

correct and/or agrees with the subject (S) in contrast to the remainder 

of the group0 

Studies have shown that9 in contrast to being opposed by a 

unanimous groupe the S°s reaction to social pressure is less when S has 

a veridical partner (Asch, 1951s 1952» 1953, 1955s Allen and Levinet 

1968| Graham, 1962$ Hardy, 1957% Hollander, 1960s Kiesler, Zanna, and 

DeSalvo, 19661 Kiesler, 1969* Krech, Crutchfield, and Ballachey, 

1962| Pollis and Camroalleri, 1968? Pollis and Montgomery, 19661 

Schneider, 1969)* The temporal position of the partner (P) in terras 

of when he gives his response, if this factor is mentioned, is somewhere 

in the middle,. Asch (1951» 1953) had P respond fourth in a group of 

eight, while Pollis and Cammalleri (1968) had P respond fourth in a 

group of ten# In most of the other studies, the temporal response 

position of P was considered too insignificant a factor to be mentioned 
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in the study,. In three studies mentioned above, P's response reduced 

S*8 conformity to the group norm, but only partially# It was reduced 

from a range of 35 to *K) percent to a range of 5 to 20 percent, 

depending upon various other factors0 

If the response of P had been either first or last (i.e., 

just before the naive S had to respond)9 would this reduce S°s 

conformity to group pressures even more than P responding in the middle 

of the group? Is there a primacy and/or a recency effect of P's 

response in reducing conformity? Some studies find the primacy 

effect greater than the recency effect (Doob„ 1953s Lund, 1925)» 

some find no effect (Lana, 1964a)„ some studies favor the recency 

effect over the primacy effect (Cromwell, 1950)# and others tavor 

both primacy and recency,, depending upon the situation (Jones and 

Goethals, 1971s Hovland, 1938, 1961 j Hovland, Janis and Kelly, 1953? 

Miller and Campbell, 1959)® 

The importance of either a primacy or a recency effect in 

social influence or persuasion should not be underestimated. For 

example, in debating, the affirmative side is given the last rebuttal 

(i.e., recency), which is assumed to be an advantage (Murphy and 

Ericson, I96O1 Weaver and Ness, 1963)° The importance of these factors 

is also suggested by having them mentioned by some Introductory psy

chology textse For example, Silverman (19?1) mentions that forewarning 

(i.e., primacy) reduces subsequent parsuasability„ while Ruch and 

Zimbardo (1971) seem to favor the recency effect in persuasion by 

indicating the importance of having the last word. 



Research in Primacy and Recency 

Hovland's early work with the serial position effect (i.e., 

both primacy and recency) found it demonstrated in both rote memori

zation and maze learning (1938© 1961)o Working with primacy and 

recency effects in terras of persuasion in a later publication (Hoviand, 

Janis and Kellys 1953)» he summarized the previous work in the area 

and concluded that "the outcome will not always be the same8 whether 

primacy or recency effects (or neither) will occur depends on the 

conditions of the communication situation" (p0 28?)® Among the 

conditions, Hovland talks of (1) attention,, (2) understanding and 

assimilation* (3) acceptances The temporal closeness of the arguments 

was another factor. "The general finding is that the greater the 

time interval between two learning situationse the greater the operation 

of recency" (p. 125). 

In terms of the material recalledp a study by Miller and 

Campbell (1959) backs up Hovland's conclusion. However,, the same 

study did not support Hovland's conclusion as clearly for measures of 

persuasion. Miller and Campbell used 14*1- lower-division college Ss 

to judge the pro and con aspects of a court case. The use of a court 

case was an attempt to reduce the amount of previously-learned 

attitudes which would be aroused. Each casep pro and cone was pre

sented for one hour and the attitudes and recall of data were measured 

in the following haIf-hour. There were four conditions which were 

counterbalanced! 

Condition 1 had contiguous presentations followed immediately 

by testing. 
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Condition 2 also had contiguous presentations, but was not 

tested until a week later# 

Condition 3 had the second argument given one week after the 

firstB and testing immediately followed the second argument• 

Condition k also had the second argument given one week after 

the first, but was not tested until a week after the second argument 

lad been given., 

Conditions 3 and 4 demonstrated the recency effect for recall 

of data, but only condition 3 favored the receney effect for attitudes. 

In addition, condition 2 indicated a primacy effect for attitudes. 

Otherwise, no other significant effects were found® These data 

generally supported the authors9 use of Ebbinghaus* forgetting curve 

to product receney effects, but only as "a concomitant of, rather than 

an excluding alternate to, a primacy effect ..." (Miller and Campbell, 

1959, P. 7). 

However, to explain the discrepancies between the attitude and 

recall data. Miller and Campbell used the concept of "nonacceptance." 

Coming first gives a statement no greater probability 
of being remembered, but does give it greater probability 
of being believedo We have a general tendency to find one 
side of an argument persuasive providing we have not heard 
the other. Hearing it after we have heard the other, we 
are apt to be more critical and skeptical (of the second 
argument) (p« 9)» 

In a later book, Order of Presentation in Persuasion, 

Hovland (1961) seems to support Miller and Campbell's general 

findings when he saysi 

The primacy effect found in presenting contradictory 
information in the same communication was reduced by 
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interpolating other activities between the two blocks of 
information and by warning the subjects against the falli
bility of first impressions (p. 13^). 

Depending upon the length of the "interpolated material/1 this 

would support the predictions based on Ebbinghaus0 forgetting 

curveo Howeverg this would bs confounded by forewarning Ss against 

the "fallibility of first Impressions0" If they are influenced more 

by the later information under this condition <, this would more likely 

be a primacy (rather than recency) effect„ specifically the effect 

of the warning which was given before either of the arguments« 

In the same text, Hovland summarizes those conditions favoring 

primacys 

The combined findings from all of the different studies 
reported suggest that the side of an issue presented first 
is likely to have disproportionate influence on opinion under 
the following conditionss 

(1) when cues as to th9 incompatability of different items 
of information are absent9 

(2) when the contradictory information is presented by the 
same communicator^ 

(3) when committing actions are taken after only one side 
of the issue has been presented„ 

(4} when the issue is an unfamiliar one, and 
(5) when the recipient has only a superficial interest 

in the issue e 0 » (pp0 15^-155)• 

In theorizing about primacy and recency effects „ Lana (196&b) 

considers three possible viewpoints0 The first is set theory or 

"Einstellungo" This theory predicts the primacy effect if a person 

is relatively unfamiliar with the topic,, but does not lead to any 

specific hypothesis if the topic is familiar0 The second viewpoint, 

a "reinforcement" or "conditioning" theory, would predict either & 

primacy or recency effect depending "upon the ability of the 
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experimenter to create or locate a rewarding or punishing group of 

stimuli in the communication situation" (p® 317)• The third and final 

theory deals with "sensory variation" at a physiological levels 

This "sensory variation" theory essentially states that "human 

beings are disposed to seek high activation and, hence, to react more 

strongly to novel stimuli than to stimuli with which they are familiar, 

since novel stimuli provide higher cortical activations other things 

being equal" (p„ 318)0 Like the set theory, the sensory variation 

theory predicts a primacy effect if the person is relatively unfamiliar 

with the topico However,, they reason that the first communication, 

being unfamiliar, "is perceived as novel and mediates increased cortical 

activity. A second (opposed) communication on the same topic provides 

little activation compared with the first communication and, hence, in 

order to maintain activity, the individual reacts in accordance with 

the position advocated by the initial communication" (pe 318)e 

The sensory variation also predicts the effects of time or task 

interpolation that Miller and Campbell (1959) feel are due to the Ebbing-

haus forgetting curve® However, Lana blames this recency bias on the 

dissipation of the activation level induced by the first communication® 

Thus, Lana feels, "the second communication will be more effective, and 

a recency effect or no effect at all will occur" (Lana, 1964b, p. 319). 

In contrast to the other viewpoints, Lana9s sensory variation 

theory predicts a primacy effect if the social issue has much famil

iarity, interest or controversially® Likewise, a recency effect is 

predicted if a questionnaire is Interpolated between two communications* 
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Jonea and Goethals (1971) suggest several processes that nay 

be producing primacy and/or recency effects® Three processes thought 

to contribute to a primacy effect are attention decremente discounting, 

and assimilationo 

Attention decrement may result from distraction or 
from increase in fatigue in processing sequential information 
or it may be a more active process protecting against the 
disturbing implications of incongruity. The subject„ in 
other words„ may actively block out or ignore incompatible 
information (p0 16)0 

More commonly, one would imagine„ selective attention favoring 

early events probably occurs to the extent that there is cognitive 

overload—too much to remembers 

However„ Jones and Goethals indicate that "primacy effects 

that result from attention decrement are not of theoretical interest, 

if all they show is that subjects become inattentive during an 

experimental series" (p„ 17) o 

In contrast to attention decrement9 "the impetus for discounting 

depends unequivocally on the extent to which the information really 

is incompatible • » « •" This incongruity is more likely to appear in 

a context which permits "judgments of differential reliability and 

validitys" In judging personality traits of others„ this tends to 

cause the S to "attribute early actions to the person and later, 

incompatible ones to the situation" (pp„ 16-17)• 

The third process linked to primacy by Jones and Goethals is 

assimilation» 

Assimilation is a more mysterious and pervasive pheno
menon • • a • This general notion . • . assumes that infor
mation creates or finds its way into pre-existing categories. 
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These categories are like hypotheses about the nature of 
reality being confronted. Once a categorical decision is 
made, subsequent evidence is distorted to fit the category 
or confirm the hypothesis—as long as it is not too discrepant 
from the category's typical instance. Unlike discounting 
or attention decrement interpretations, assimilation implies 
that the valuee intensity, or frequency of later units are 
shaped by the categories (expectancies) established by 
earlier information (p. 17). 

Jones and Goethals also have several interpretations for the 

recency effects recall readiness» contrast,, and content- or context-

related explanationso The recall readiness explanation seems to be 

similar to Miller and Campbell's use of Ebblnghaus5 forgetting curve 

mentioned previously,) 

There is abundant evidence that immediate past events are 
better remembered than more remote events« The extent to which 
this is true depends on how remote the earlier events are that 
we want to use for comparison and how close the recent events 
are to the point at which the impression is being measured. 
One would expect natural sequences of events occurring over 
long periods of time to lend themselves more to recency than 
primacy (p. 1?)» 

The contrast explanation seems to be an antithesis to the 

assimilation explanation. 

When short„ circumscribed time spans are involved, the more 
relevant process may be that of judgmental contrast. Early 
information creates anchoring expectancies in terms of which 
later experiences are judged. The extent of contrast can vary 
with the pattern and range of information presented, the nature 
of the judgmental language being used,, the amount of practice 
with other sequences in the same domain„ and so on. The 
typical setting for attaining contrast effects is one in 
which the subject is required to make independent judgments 
of items in terms of an attribute scale. Contrast arises 
under circumstances uhere those items are presented in a 
systematically biased rather than a random or counterbalanced 
order. To the extent that the later-appearing items are 
contrasted with the earlier» anchoring items, one might expect 
a resultant impression of the series to show recency. This 
requires that the judgment of the earlier anchors does not 
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change In retrospect before the summarizing, impresslorn1 
judgment is made—that the contrast is irreversible (pp. 17-18). 

Jones and Goethals also see content- and context-related 

hypotheses as "potential preconditions for recency0" 

If the entity is known to be capable of progressive 
changes or development, its later manifestations are obviously 
more significant than earlier manifestations for interactions 
with the entity., Maturation, growth, learning and practice 
effects, profiting from experience in general—each of these 
factors can contribute to a tendency to attribute greater 
significance to more recent entity manifestations» Alter
natively, the content and context of judgment may trigger off 
hypotheses that discount early Information for different 
reasons (p. 18). 

Research in Conformity 

Since we will be dealing with primacy and/or recency of P*s 

responses in a conformity situation, it is necessary to explore the 

various factors effecting conformity. These factors can be divided 

into three categories8 (1) the object of the judgment® (2) the indi

vidual malting th© judgment, and (3) the group situation in which the 

individual is making the judgment (Hare, 1962). 

The Object of the Judgment 

Although the effect of the object of the judgment on yielding 

behavior usually interacts with other variables related to the group 

situation and the individual being influenced, we can Identify some 

variables related specifically to the object to be judged. These 

variables Include the number of alternative choices among objects9 the 

ambiguity or difficulty of th® object, and the amount of divergence or 

difference between the veridical object and the object chosen by the 

majority. 



Number of Alternatives, In arranging the stimuli to be judged., 

the number of alternatives that could be chosen may bs relatively 

unlimited, or they may be limited to only two (i®e», the veridical 

response and the non-veridical response chosen by the group)0 The 

latter situation offers only the choice between independence and con

formity „ while the former situation offers an added alternative8 to 

compromise between the veridical alternative and the group response® 

Asch5s work (19520 1953)? with lines as stimuli, usually corresponds 

to the latter situation,, while Sherif°s work (1936) with the autokinetic 

effect tends to allow S a chance to compromise. 

Marino (196?) criticizes the work of both Asch and Sherif# 

Although Sherif8s situation is seen as more realistic than Asch's, 

it is too vague and subjective in terms of interpreting the autokinetic 

movement9 Marino sees Asch's technique as remedying this complaint 

by forcing a, confrontation of two contradictory and irreconcilable 

forcese However® Marino views this "either-or" dichotomy as forced 

and unreal0 In contrasts in Sherif®s wrkB Marino sees the forces 

as divergent, but not contradictory or irreconcilable, since Ss can 

yield in degreesa 

Although Asch did not directly explore degrees of yielding (i.e., 

compromising) in contrast to complete conformity, he did explore asso

ciated areaso In his Scientific American article (1955)? Asch was con

cerned with the difference between a veridical and a non-veridical part

ner. Since his task always involved matching the length of a standard 

line to one of three comparison lines, he had the group pick the most 



deviant of the three lines instead of picking the line that was less 

deviantf as was usually done* In the typical "all°or~none" conformity 

situation of Asch (1955) (i^e#, the group picking the moderately deviant 

of three comparison lines),, the veridical partner cut conformity down 

to one-fourth of what it was against a unanimous group0 Uith th© group 

taking the extreme choice and P being only moderately deviant9 "the 

effect of the majority on th© subject decreases by approximately one 

third,, and extremes of yielding disappear Moreoever0 most of th© 

errors the subjects do make are moderate9 rather than flagrant® In 

short, the dissenter (P) largely controls the choice of errors" (p* 3^)• 

In an earlier study© Asch (1951) found that B under the same 

conditions (i0e9j, P giving a compromise response)„ in contrast to a 

unanimous majority9 the frequency of errors was reduced but not 

significantly o 

Howeverp the lack of unanimity determined in a strikingly 
consistent my the direction of the errors0 The preponderance 
of the errors9 75°7 per cent of the totale was moderatep 
whereas in a parallel experiment in which the majority vias 
unanimously extremist, the incidence of moderate errors was 
reduced to 42 per cent of the total (Asch, 19519 p* 187), 

In contrastj, Asch (1955) found that when the majority made only 

moderate error„ but P was not only non-veridical0 but in extreme error, 

the results were quite differente This situation produced "a remarkable 

freeing of the subjectsf their errors dropped to only 9 per cent. 

Furthermore^ all the errors were of the moderate variety (i0e®9 in 

agreement with the majority)" (p« 34), Asch did not explore the 

situation with an extreme sajority response and a veridical P. 
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In still another study, Asch (1956) compared conformity to 

compromise (i.e®, a moderate error) when the group unanimously chose 

the most deviant of the three comparison lines. 

Under this condition we find that (a) most errors are 
extreme or in accord with the majority,, and that (b) a 
significant proportion of the errors is moderate0 Four-
fifths of the errors were identical with the majority,, 
while one-fifth were errors intermediate in size between 
the majority position and the true value (p0 16)„ 

This was very different from Asch's earlier (1951) study in 

which 42 per cent of the errors were moderate or compromise in relation 

to an extremely-deviant unanimous majority,, rather than only 20 per 

cent. It should also be noted that there was no significant difference 

in total errors in reacting to a moderately-deviant unanimous majority 

as versus an extremely-deviant unanimous majority 

Tuddenhara (1958) provided more information about the relation

ship between compromise and conformity# His Ss worked in groups of 

five on visual tasks„ information items9 and opinion measures in a 

Crutchfield-type situation0 (A Crutchfield-type situation involves 

testing several Ss simultaneously, making them aware of the simulated 

responses of other group members via lights on a board„) An important 

contrast to Asch9s work is that Ss cannot see each other while 

responding. The Ss were asked to pick their choice out of nine 

alternatives,, When the simulated majority responded unanimously 

on the critical trials, their response was located two choices beyond 

the ,95 level of responses of the control group® 

*The moderate and extreme responses of the majority were 
interspersed among each other, rather than having some groups deviate 
only moderately and other groups deviate only extremely. 
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On a typical item, a substantial proportion (undesignated) 
of the experimental group distributed themselves between 
the modal choice of the control group and the bogus norm 
simulated by the experimenter0 Independence of judgment 
can be sharply differentiated from yielding only if the 
response categories are themselves sharply different. When 
intermediate choices were available, subjects did not seg
regate into discrete groups of yielders and independents® 

« . . those at both extremes (yielders and independents) 
resembled each other in displaying considerable stability 
from item to item. Compromisers who sought consistently 
to "split the difference" between personal judgment and 
group norm were very rare (Tuddenham, 1958 9 p. 234) 0 

In other words„ it soems that 'Ss with moderate yielding scores 

tend to be those that vacillate between yielding and not yielding, 

rather than consistently offering a compromise response* 

Blake9 Helson, and Mouton (1957) simulated a majority of 

four by means of tapes through earphones to Ss, each S in a separate, 

small room. Ss were given three types of taskss (1) guaging the 

number of metronome clicks, (2) responding to the Thurstone-Chave 

attitude scale on war, and (3) solving arithmetic problems. In 

comparing compromise errors to conformity errors, the percentage of 

compromise varied from task to taskj (1) metronomee 19 per cent? 

(2) attitude, 46 per cent} (3) arithmetic, 10 per cento 

Thus, in comparing conformity to compromising, we find 

somewhat inconsistent results. However, we do find two trends* 

First, against an extremely-deviant unanimous majority, less than 

half of the errors are compromise« (How much less seems to vary 

considerably.) Second, against an extremely-deviant majority with 

a Moderate P, the majority of errors are compromise errors. 
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Stimulus Ambiguity and. Judgmental Difficulty, Although they 

are not exactly the same, these two factors are related® In fact, 

one source (Hamras 1969) the ambiguity of similar tasks defined 

in terms of difficulty that the control Ss encountered in making 

accurate perceptual judgments® Although ambiguity leads to judgment 

difficulty, judgment difficulty does not necessarily always involve 

ambiguity (Asch, 1951, 1952, 1953. 1955® 1956). 

Regardless of which term is used0 both stimulus ambiguity and 

judgment difficulty have been shorn to lead toward greater yielding 

to group pressures (Blake9 Kelson5 and Mouton, 1957? Caylor, 1957? 

Chipman, 1966? Coleman, Blake, and Mouton, 1958? Graham,, 1962; Ha&land, 

1966? Hammp 19695 Hare, 1962g Hoving, Hamm, and Galvin, 1969? Klein 

and Blrren, 1971s Krech, Crutchfield and Ballachey, 1962? London and 

Lim, 196^1 Nickols, I9651 Patel and Gordon, i960? Penner and Davis, 1969j 

Sistrunk and McDavid, 1971? Wiener, 1958)9 Only one study (Wiener, 

Carpenter{, and Carpentere 1957) failed to find a significant relation

ship between stimulus ambiguity and yielding behavior« 

In the studies where relationships were found, only two 

articles gave a correlation coefficient between judgmental difficulty 

and yieldingo In one study (Nickols, 1965)0 it was 4-052 (using only 

female Ss), while in the other publication (Coleman, Blake, and Mouton, 

1958)t the correlation coefficient was +„58 for men and +.89 for women. 

The relationship between stimulus ambiguity and yielding is 

aptly summarized by Walker and Heyns in their book, An Anatomy for 

Conformltyt 
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Conformity can be expected to vary as a function of 
the degree of stimulus ambiguity in a social situation as 
it is seen by a given person. If he sees the situation 
as one in which the alternative behaviors open to hira are 
few in number and well-defined, social pressure is unlikely 
to produce much changeo « « „ If, however, he sees the 
situation as permitting many alternative behaviors, and 
he is uncertain about the appropriateness of the alter
natives, social pressure can be expected to produce con
siderable conformity (1962, p9 23) a 

Stimulus Ambiguity and Subjective Certainty,, Just as ambiguity 

is positively related to yielding, yielding is inversely related to 

subjective certainty (Graham, 1962s Nichols# I965)0 In fact, Nickols 

(1965) found a correlation of -,36 between subjective certainty and 

yielding with her female Ss0 

The inverse relationship between stimulus ambiguity and sub

jective certainty is typified by a study (Kelly and Lamb, 1957) which 

used phenylthiourea (PTU), or more commonly phenylthiocarbimide (PTC), 

a substance which tastes intensely bitter to normal persons, but has 

no taste for those with a recessive gene (about one-third of th© 

population)* Tastes were judged in groups of three, either two 

"tasters" and one "nontaster" or one "taster" and two "nontasters 

In a simple social influence problem involving judgments 
of taste with PTU the critical stimulus, it was found that 
the effects of majority opinion were markedly different 
depending upon whether the minority parsons were tasters or 
nontasters of PTU® The data suggests that this asymmetric 
effect, whereby nontasters are more susceptible to majority 
influence, may be attributable to the stronger reactions 
tasters have to PTU and the resulting greater certainty 
they have about their judgments of the substance (pe 139), 

Divergence of Objects Judged» Unlike the clear effects of 

stimulus ambiguity and judgmental difficulty, greater (or less) 

divergence between objects judged does not seem to have a single 
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consistent effect on yielding behavior, but varies from situation 

to situation. 

Of the studies that explored divergence, one found nonsig

nificant results (Shube 1970), two found more yielding when the 

divergence or discrepancy was minimal (Asch, 1956? Harvey, I963), 

two found more conformity with greater divergence (Goldberg, 195^. 

Mock, 1969)9 and one found a "U"-shaped relationship between yielding 

and the discrepancy between stimulus objects (Olmstead and Blake, 1955) • 

Hovland and Pritzker (1957) compare yielding to the amount of 

discrepancy in two wayss (1) the absolute change and (2) the relative 

change (i«e«, the amount of change relative to the Ss° original view

points and the opinion of the group)® In relation to the Ss® views on 

twelve unrelated topics as indicated by a seven-point Likert scale, the 

authority-position diverged to different degrees0 One-third of the time 

the group showed a "slight" deviation (1 point)% one-third, "moderate" 

(2 points)} and one-third, "marked" (3 points on the Likert scale)* 

In terms of absolute change, the results "give clear-cut 

evidence that a greater change in opinion is produced by large than 

by small amounts of advocated change" (p. 259). The mean yielding 

scores in terms of points on the Likert scale were as follows * 

slight «=> «88, moderate 53 1025, and marked => 18750 In contrast, 

Hovland and Pritzker found that there was "a smaller relative change 

the greater the amount advocated0" The figures for relative yielding 

were as followss slight » „88, moderate =• «62, and marked » ®58« 

Thus when one asks for greater change, he gets more yielding, but 

not proportionately more® 



Tuddenham (1961) summarized a possible explanation for the 

results found in his and others' work. 

When the discrepancy is great, a few individuals will 
be enormously influenced but the majority will yield only 
to the upper limit of the range of judgments potential 
under non-pressure conditions» When the discrepancy is 
small, no one is influenced as much, but the effect is 
much more pervasive upon all members of the group (p« 77-78). 

Kiesler (1969) offered a somewhat sharper distinction# "The 

data on the discrepancy issue are still unclear and some . 0 0 have 

suggested that conformity at very high and very lou levels of 

discrepancy may represent distinctly different processes . . ." 

(p, 258)0 Kiesler goes on to suggest that this process may be 

informational influence for low discrepancy and normative influence 

at high discrepancy levels (Deutsch and Gerard9 1955)# Another 

possibility suggested by Kiesler is that the "change at lower levels 

of discrepancy represents private acceptance and that at high levels, 

compliance (i.e., yielding without private acceptance)" (p. 262), 

However, he concludes that the credibility of the source contributes 

to the effect of discrepancy on yielding. 

The Individual Making the Judgment 

It is difficult at times to separate the qualities of the S 

from the situation the S is in. However, age, race, sex, personality 

variables, and previous learning related to conformity will be covered 

as attributes of the individual making the judgment® 

Age. Evidence of relationships between age and yielding to 

social pressure is either somewhat ambivalent or ambiguous. Several 
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studies (Coatanzo,, 1968, 1970{ Gostanzo and Shawe 1966), using Ss 

from 7-21 years of age„ have shown increasing yielding until the 

11—13 year-old group,, then a decline thereaftero This trend is 

supported by DiVesta and Cox (196o)e who found that younger college 

students yield more often than older college students• Haram and 

Hoving (1969) also support Gostanzo's findings when they demonstrated 

that their second-graders (7-8 years) yielded less than their fifth-

or eighth-graders (10-11 and 13-l^p respectively)„ Isco9p Williams 

and Harvey (196*0 ? using children 7-15 years of age„ also provided 

some support for Gostanzo® They found a peak of conformity for white 

children at 12 yearse but also found a peak of conformity for Black 

children at 9 years„ Patel and Gordon (i960) continued the support 

by finding a reduction in yielding as they went from their tenth-grade 

Ss (15-16 years) to their twelfth-grade Ss (17-18 years)« 

In contrast„ several studies contradict these trends• Although 

Hamm and Hoving (1969) supported Gostanzo„ other studies by these same 

people contradict both Gostanzo and themselves, Hamra (1969) found 

conformity negatively related to ag© for seeond-„ fifth-„ and eighth-

graders® Hovinge Hamme and Galvin (1969)5 using the same grade levels 

of studentsp found the age variable interacting t?ith ambiguity of the 

stimulus* 

« 0 0 peer influence varied with the ambiguity of the 
task and the age of the Ssa Conformity on unambiguous slides 
was negatively related to age„ whereas conformity to com
pletely ambiguous slides was positively related to age» 
The task that was of intermediate ambiguity revealed con
formity to be a nonmonotonic function of age (p. 631). 
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Janney, Mallory,, Rossittos and Simon (1969) support this 

finding to some extent and contradict Costangoss results® Using 

relatively unambiguous line-length judgments„ they found that con

formity decreased with age from 7 to 11 yearsc 

To further complicate the picturo,, Harper (19^7) found in

creasing conformity with age5 using college age and over,, in contrast 

to DiVesta and Cox's (i960) previously-mentioned finding of a 

decreasing trend in conformity at the same ag© levels® Adding more 

to the confusionj, an earlier study by 'Iseoe9 Williams, and Harvey 

(1963) demonstrated that girlse 7-4.5 years old„ psaked in conformity 

at 12 yearss while boys of the same age level showed increased yielding 

up to the highest age measured 0 

Lastly* Klein and Birren (1971)9 using 16-21 year-olds and 

60-86 year-olds 0 found more conformity in the older group in judging 

the larger of the two circles 0 In faet„ as the task difficulty or 

ambiguity became greaterc the older group showed a greater increase 

in conformityo 

Thus it seems as if the variable of chronological age does 

not directly effect conformity,, but has complex interactions with 

sex, racee perceived ambiguity9 and some personality variables® 

Race® Although most of the studies found related conformity 

to black-white differences, one (Becker and Carroll® 1962) did compare 

native Puerto Rleans with native "Americans" (loeop Anglos from the 

contiguous United States)„ Even with a relatively small sample (18 

Puerto Ricans and 30 "Americans")9 they found that Puerto Ricans 

conformed mores 



All of the studies that dealt with black-white differences 

in conformity worked with children 7-15 years of age* One (janney0 

Mallory, Rossitto, and Simon, 1969) found no significant racial 

differenceso Mock (1969) found a sex-race interaction His results 

showed that Negro girls conformed most, followed in order by white 

girls, Negro boys, and whit© boys„ Iscce, Williams0 and Harvey (196*0 

also found no significant differences between black and white boys, 

but found that white girls conform significantly more than black girls. 

Another study (Schneider,, 1970) e dealing with black and white 

children in both racially-mixed and segregated groups, did not give 

over-all levels of racial differences in conformityP but did reveal 

other differences, "Whites conformed less to black peers than to 

white peers, whereas the conformity of blacks was not differentially 

influenced by ethnicity of source of influence" (p» 466)0 Schneider 

also indicated that whites conformed more to their own group than did 

blacks to their group. Mock (I969)e who also dealt with mixed racial 

groups, found that as the nuraber of white children increased from two 

to three in groups of five,, conformity increased significantly for 

both blacks and whites® 

As with age, the effect of race as a causal factor is seen 

predominantly in interaction with other variables, rather than being 

relatively uncomplicated» Some of the variables that nsay be inter

related with the racial factor are socio-economic status (Mock, I969), 

relative social roles (iscoe et al0 , 196*0, and aspects of the experi

mental situation (e.g., the experimenter being white). 



Sex* In reviewing the literature, the majority of studies 

indicated that women conformed significantly more than men (Allen and 

Crutchfielde 1963s Crowne and Liverant, 1963s DiVesta and Cox, 1959? 

1960s Endler, 19665 Gerard, Wilhelray and Conolley, 1968? Hamm and 

Hovlng, I9695 Hollander, Julian and Haaland, 1965s Hottel, I96I1 

Iscoe, Williams,, and Harvey0 1963! Julian, Regula, and Hollander, I9685 

Julian, Ruckrnan, and Hollander, 1969. Krech, Crutchfield0 and Ballachey, 

19625 League, 1963s LeBlanc, 1968s Mock, 1969s Fatol and GordonB i960? 

Reitan and Shaw, 196*1-5 Rotter, 1967? Tuddenhara, 1958s Tuddenhara, 

MacBride, and Zahn, 1958). However, ten studies found no significant 

overall sex differences in conformity (Costanzo and Shaw, 19665 

Eagly, 1969s Hunt, Goldberg, Meadow arid Cohen, 1958s Iscoe, Williams, 

and Harvey, 1964? Klein and Birren, 1971s Schneider, 1970s Schuman, 

1969s Sistrunk and McDavid, 1971S Smith, 1970s Wiener et al., 1957)• 

Many of the above studies feel that, when sex differences 

are found, they are due to differences in cultural or social roles. 

In fact, Eagly (1969) found a low, but significant, relationship 

(r » +.19) between her measure of sex-role identification and opinion 

change for girls in the ninth grade, but failed to find a significant 

relationship between these two variables for her sample of boys. 

Another similar view is indlcatei by S^iith (1970)J 

Males seem to judge themselves more directly in terms 
of an ideal which, some evidence indicated, may lead them 
to reject conformity. On the other hand, conformity seemed 
to fit in more readily with a positive self-image for 
females (p. 87). 

Another possibility is indicated by Strieker, Messick and 

Jackson (1967). They found their high school subjects conformed less 
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when they were more suspicious. However, the boys were more suspicious 

than the girls. In other words, the gender difference in suspiciousness 

may lead to differences in conformity# 

In contrast to relating sex differences in conformity to 

qualities of Se the conformity ear. be analyzed in relation to the type 

of task used in the conformity situation. This is what Sistrunk and 

McDavid (1971) attempted to do. They felt that most of the task items 

which had been used in other studies covered many more masculine 

activities than feminine activities. 

. . .  i t  i s  c o m m o n  t o  f i n d  j u d g m e n t s  a b o u t  p o l i t i c a l  a n d  
economic affairs or about geometric designs suggestive of 
mechanical and mathematical relevance, and it is rare to 
find items concerning domestic management® design,, fashion, 
or family affairs (p. 201). 

Sistrunk and McDavid devised information and opinion items which 

were classified as (1) masculine, (2) feminine„ or (3) neutral. Among 

their results with four different experimental groups from high school 

and collegep they found a consistently significant interaction between 

sex differences and the type of item, but no overall sex differences. 

On masculine items„ females conformed more than males 
3 out of b times, with no difference on the fourth time. 
On feminine items, males conformed more than females 2 out 
of ̂  times, with no difference the other times. On neutral 
items, there was no difference 3 out of 4 times, with males 
conforming more on the exception (p. 206). 

In contrast to dealing with items of information, attitude, or 

opinion, many studies also deal with various perceptual tasks (e.g., 

length of lines, number of dots, which light of three goes off first, 

size of simple geometric designs, autokinetlc effect, and number of 



metronome clicks). These tasks should not be inherently more masculine 

or feminine# 

Of the studies which used these relatively neutral perceptual 

factors, six found no significant sex differences (Costanzo and Shaw, 

1966J Huntp Goldberg, Meadow, and Cohen, 1958? Iscoe, WIlliams, and 

Harvey, 196^1 Schneider, 1970? Schuman, I969? Klein and Birren, 1971)• 

In contrast,, fifteen studies found significantly greater conformity 

in women when using perceptual tasks (Allen and Crutchfield, 1963; 

Crowne and Liverant, 1963? DiVesta and Cox,, 19590 i960? Endler, 1966; 

Ham® and Roving, 1969? Hollandere Julian and Haaland, 1965s Iscoe, 

Williams, and Harvey, 19635 Julian, Regula, and Hollander, 19681 

Julian, Ruckman, and Hollander, I969? League, I963? Mock, 1969* 

Reitan and Shaw, 1964} Rotter, I967? Tuddenham, MacBride, and Zahn, 

1958). Therefore, it can be concluded that, all other things being 

equal, if one sex conforms more than the other in our culture, those 

who tend to conform more will be women. 

Personality Variables. A multitude of studies have been done 

to explore the relationships between various personality variables and 

conformity. Because of this multitude of studies, only those with 

significant results will be discussed, even though there are many 

studies which have found nonsignificant relationships (Appley and 

Moeller, 1963? Chipman, 196k? DiVesta and Cox, 1959? Endler, 1961, 1965? 

Gorfien, 1961; Haaland, 1966; Iscoe, Williams and Harvey, 1963» 196^1 

J&nis, 1955? Janney, Mallory, Rossitto, and Simon, 1969? Kidd, 1957? 

Long, 1967? Mangan, Quartermain, and Vaughan, 1959? Misra, I970j 

Samelson, 1957; Schneider, 1969)* 



Of all the personality variables, the one most consistently 

seen in conformers is low self-esteem in relation to others (Berkowitz 

and Lundy, 1957? Costanzo, 1970? Eagly, 1969? Graham8 1962$ Hovland, 

Janis, and Kelly, 1953? Janis, 195^1 Maslow, 1961$ Moeller and Apple-

zweig, 1957? Moors and Krupat, 1971)® Similarly,, conformers are found 

to be insecure (Hunter, 1968) and relatively lacking in ego-strength 

(Crutchfield, 1955? Hoffman, 1953). In fact, Crutchfield (1955) 

found a correlation of -<>33 between ego-strength and conformity, while 

Moore and Krupat (1971) found a similar correlation (r ® -.46) between 

self-esteem and conformity. 

This lower self-esteem may be related to the many studies which 

indicate that the conformer tends to be, or at least sees himself, as 

relatively incompetent, intellectually or otherwise (Crowne and Liver-

ant, 1963? Crutchfield, 1955? Fagan, 1963? Graham, 1962? Gorfein, 1964} 

Hottel, I96Is Kiesler, 1969? League, I963? LeBlanc, 1968} Mock, I969? 

Nickols, 1965? Reitan, 1968? Smithe I961j Tuddenham, 1959)» In 

Crutchfield"s study (1955)» conformity correlated negatively with 

various measures of competence, varying from -,51 to -.63, while 

Nickols (1965) found a similar correlation (r « -,36) between self-

confidence and conformity. 

With this lack of self-esteem, competence and confidence, the 

typical conformer would be more likely to follow cues presented by 

others in his environment® This is supported by various studies which 

find that the typical conformer Is "other-directed" (Centers and 

Horowitz, 1963? Gross, 1959)* "group-oriented" (Barron, 1953), and 

even "field-dependent" (Barr, 1968). 



Also linked to self-esteem is the higher incidence of "self-

blame" (CoEtanzOj, 1970s Costanzo and Shaw, 1966) or "intropunitive 

aggression" (Hoffman0 1953)® Even as conforraers tend to blame them

selves, they tend to inhibit their expressions of aggression toward 

others (Hovland, Janis, and Kelly, 19531 Janis, 195*0° This is sup

ported by Breger (1962) who found an "Inverse relationship between 

conformity and the TAT measure of direct, undefended expression of 

hostility? and a direct relationship between conformity and the TAT 

measures of eoveri, defensive expression of hostility" (p0 3739)® 

Several studies have also found conformers to be more 

authoritarian (Crutchfield, 1955? Graham0 1962? Hoffman, 1953? Moore 

and Krupat, 1971) or more dogmatic (Harvey® 1963)0 Grutchfield (1955) 

found that conformity correlated with authoritarian attitudes, r •> 

+«39» Conformity was similarly,, but negatively, related to tolerance. 

In addition,, studies indicate that the level of anxiety is 

higher with conforraers (Goldberg, Hunt, Cohen and Meadow, 195^1 

Mangan, Quartermain and Vaughn, 1959? Smith and Richards, 1967), 

but two studies indicate that those who conform less are higher in 

"neurotic anxiety" (Hovland, Janis, and Kelly, 1953? Janis, 195^)« 

However, this apparent discrepancy may be caused by the technique used 

to measure the anxietye For example, Tuddenham (1959) found that 

conforming Ss denied psychiatric symptoms or complaints, but independent 

Ss acknowledged them and tfere higher on subjective anxiety measures» 

In terms of Murray®s needs, conforraers tend to be higher on 

"n affiliation" (Hardy, 1957? Levy, 1959? McGhee and Teevan, 1967? 
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Tuddenhara, 1959) and "n nurturance" (Kagan and Mussen, 195&1 Levy, 

1959> Tuddenha.me 1959)® Similarly, conformers have been found to 

have a "need for social approach" (Graham, 1962) and a "sensitivity 

to rejection" (Mahrabian^ 19?0)<> 

To summarise,, the conforraer will tend to (1) have less self-

esteem, (2) feel that he is less competent,, intellectually and 

otherwise(3) be more likely to express his aggression indirectly 

or turn it inward in "self-blame," (**•) be more authoritarian or 

dogmatic, (5) have greater needs for affiliation and nurturance, and 

possibly to a lesser extent (6) be more anxious,, but less able to 

accept their anxiety0 However, it is difficult to specify a conformer 

as a certain personality5 because the situation interacts with the 

subject's personality to produce the conformity® 

« • • although personality factors undoubtedly play 
a major role in determining conformity behavior, their 
influence may be substantially modulated by variations in 
those specific situations in which the conformity behavior 
is elicitede In short, we cannot properly speak simply 
of the "conformist" or the "independent" person. Rather 
we must speak of the conforming person or the independent 
person as described within a specified range of situations 
(Krech, Crutchfield and Ballachey, 1.932® pp• 3~28^529Tl 

Suspiciousness, Even though suspiciousness could be classified 

as a personality variable, because of its importance in the experimental 

situation, especially when dealing with conformity, it is being covered 

separately. Those who tend to be more suspicious tend to respond to 

the conformity situations more independently (Allen, 1966} Glinski, 

Glinski, and Slatin, 19?0| Horowitz and Rothschild, 1970s Hummel, 1969J 

Krech, Crutchfield, and Ballachey, 19621 Marlowe, 1959; Strieker, 



Messick, and Jackson, 1967* 1969)* However,, two studies found that 

suspicion of the experimental situation was not significantly related 

to their conformity measures (Allen and Crutehflelde 1963s Willis and 

Willis, 1970). 

Some of the significant studies relate suspiciousness to 

previous knowledge of conformity experiments (Glinski, Glinski, and 

Slating, 1970s Strieker, Messick, and Jackson^ 1967B *969). Strieker, 

Messick, and Jackson (1967) discuss previous knowledge as one of many 

possible causes of suspicion in a conformity experiment0 

Another possible explanation lies in the enormous and 
ever-increasing popularity of research on conformity. This 
popularity has resulted in extensive reports and discussions 
of these studies not only in technical publications9 but in 
elementary textbooks, widely circulated magazines, and other 
communication media as well® . « . These effects may alter 
the expectations and behavior of presumably "naive" subjects 
in a wide variety of experimental situations (pp. 386-387)# 

Beside the factor of lack of naivet£, Strieker, Messick and 

Jackson (1969) mention several other factors which tend to increase 

suspiciousness! (1) communication among subjects outside the experi

mental situation, (2) previous personal experience with psychological 

experiments, (3) higher intellectual ability, and (^) the lack of an 

unquestioning acceptance of the legitimacy of the experiment. 

Krech, Crutchfield, and Ballachey (1962) see suspicion as 

only one way for S to resolve the conflict between his reactions and 

the contradictory reactions of a group® If this conflict exists, the 

S couldi (l) blame himself, (2) blame the group, (3) explain the 

differences in a way which does not assume fault on anyone's part 

(e.g., differences in visual angle), (4) accept the fact of individual 
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differences, (5) avoid evidence of discrepancy, and/or (6) be suspicious 

of experimental deception. They then go on to explain this suspicion of 

deception. 

It tends to occur more often in those who are character
istically independent—it is as though they are more strongly 
driven to this explanation (which happens to ba the truth) 
just because they are so resistant to the group pressure and 
have no other available way of making cognitive "sense" of 
the apparent discrepancy (p0 517)° 

Some studies related the suspicion, or its expression, to 

various aspects of Orne's (1962) "demand characteristics" of the 

experiment (Hummel, 1969? Strieker, 196? 1 Strieker, Messick, and 

Jackson, I969). Strieker, Messick, and Jackson (1969) state this 

in specific terms. 

If the subjects believe that the experimenter intended 
that they be aware of the deceptions, they will report the 
suspicion; if they believe that he intended they be unaware, 
they will not report it. These effects are apt to be 
relatively minor, at least among college students, if 
Rosenberg's (1965) impression is correct that such sub
jects are motivated to present themselves as sophisticated 
and, hence, are much more likely to disclose their sus
picions than to conceal them (p„ 349). 

Willis and Hollander (196*0 tended to minimize the extent cf 

the suspicions of the Ss as determined by a post-experimental ques

tionnaire . 

(it) « » . disclosed that a majority of the subjects 
were aware of the fact that the experiment dealt with the 
influence of the partners® responses might have on second 
judgments. Few subjects appeared to have achieved more 
specific insights into the nature of the experiment 
(PP. 155-156). 

Willis and Willis (1970) further minimized the effect of 

suspicion on the experimental data. "The retention of a large 
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proportion of suspicious subjects had little or no effect. 

Our suspicious subjects . . * apparently did not act on their 

suspicion" (p. 475)o 

To summarize,, the effect of suspicion of deception on 

yielding may vary considerably® But when a relationship does occur, 

suspicion is inevitably positively correlated with independence. 

The Conformity Situation 

As can be seen in the previous pages of this paper9 it is 

very difficult to tell where personal factors end, and situational 

factors begin, as far as influencing conformity behavior. However, 

one can still pick out many factors that are predominantly related 

to the conformity situations those variables directly related to the 

composition of the group such as sex, race or social status of the 

members; whether the responses of the Ss are public or private; the 

number of people in the group beside the Sj the extent of affectional 

bonds between S and the other group members; and whether the group is 

task-oriented or group-oriented. The effect of the unanimity of the 

group, since it deals more directly with the problem to be explored 

in this dissertation, has already been discussed in the introduction 

(pp. 1-2) and in the section covering the number of possible alter

natives (pp. IO-I3). 

Size of Majority. Although two studies found the size of the 

unanimous majority to be a nonsignificant factor (Goldberg, 195^1 

Kldd, 1958), most studies found an Increase in yielding to group 

pressures as the size of the unanimous majority increased (Asch, 1952, 



1955» Gerard, Wilhelmy, and Gonolley, 1968} Hare, 1962j Krech, Crutch-

field, and Ballachey, 1962j Nickols, 1965i Reitan, 19685 Rosenberg, 

1961, 1963)o 

Although yielding is found to generally increase with group 

size, the manner in which it increases varies„ Gerard5 Uilhelmy, 

and Conolley (1968) found a linear increase in yielding as the size 

of the majority increased up to eight persons., However, others found 

yielding to increase as size increased only up to a majority of three 

or four, after which yielding was shorn to level off—even to groups 

with a majority of fifteen people (Asch, 1952» 1955s Krech, Crutchfield, 

and Ballachey, 1962)„ In contrast, Rosenberg (1961, I963) found 

yielding to increase up to a majority of three persons, but drop 

significantly when the majority was increased to four® However, the 

total sample size for Rosenberg (1961) was 227, while Asch's (1955) 

total sample was only slightly over half that large (N - 123)0 Thus, 

a possible explanation may be that, although Rosenberg demonstrated 

a statistically significant drop, it was not of practical significance. 

Another interesting point found in the research was that the 

unanimous majority does not need to be numerically unanimous® Kassar-

jlan and Kassarjian (1962), using Asch-type stimuli, had ten stooges 

in a group of 97 persons write their responses publicly on a blackboard. 

The other 8? people wrote their answers privately. Twenty controls 

answered privately without seeing the answers of the stooges0 Although 

individual differences were evident, the opinions of the large majority 

were influenced by the small pser-group minority® Kassarjian and 

Kassarjian concluded that, among other reasons, the majority was 



influenced because the minority was believed to express the opinion 

of the majoritya Thus the influence does not necessarily require a 

numerical majority,, but merely a psychological majorityo 

Private Versus Public Responses0 In the above study by 

Kassarjian and Kassarjian, Ss were influenced even though their 

responses were private (i0e0f, unknown to the other members of the 

group). Although two studies found no significant difference in 

yielding between public and private modes of response (Feshbaehp 1956s 

Freedman and Boob, 1968), six publications indicated that yielding 

was greater if the responses were laade publicly# rather than privately 

(Argyle, 1957? Colley, 1966? Graham, 1962 5 Hare, 1962? Krech, Crutch-

field, and Ballachey, 1962? Savell and Healey, 1969)® Krech, Crutch-

field, and Ballachey (1962) noted that some yielding under the 

public condition carried over to the private condition» 

When individuals are retested privately and individually 
on the items some time after the group session, a major 
part of the original yielding effect disappears, that is, 
the person tends to revert to his own unchanged, private 
judgmento However, not all the yielding effect disappears, 
• • • Moreover,, the amount of this persistence varied 
markedly among the individuals (p. 510). 

Even when the responses are public, it makes a difference 

whether the Ss are responding anonymously or are face-to-faee. All 

of the studies which explored this variable found yielding to be 

greater than in the face-to-face situation (Deutsch and Gerard, 1955f 

Gerard, 1964$ Graham, 1962s Olmstead and Blake, 1955)» but in one 

(Olmstead and Blake, 1955) this difference was not significant0 

Thus one would expect the amount of yielding to be lower in a 
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Crutchfield-type situation (i*e«, relatively anonymous) than in an 

Asch-type situation (lae89 face-to-face)« 

Social Statusa Most studies, but not all, agree that yielding 

to group pressures is inversely related to social statusj that is# the 

higher one's social status, the less one will tend to yield to group 

pressures (Dittes and Kelly0 195^8 F'eshbaeh^ 19560 19&7? Mehrabian, 

1970? Mock, I969? Hoeller and Applezweig, 1957? Montgomery, 1969s 

Moore, 1968, 1969s Patel and Gordone 1957? Penner and Davis, 1969)* 

Likewise, these same studies indicate that the higher your social 

status, the more likely that you will be able to elicit yielding from 

others in the group0 

However, in contrast to the linear trend indicated above, 

two studies found a curvilinear relationship between yielding and 

one's relative social status within the group (Harvey and Consalvl, 

1960» Wilson, 1960)0 

Socioraetric status is related to conformity in curvilinear 
fashion with maximum conformity being associated with indefinite 
status and decreasing towards both the popular and rejected 
extremes of the sociometric scale (Wilson, i960, p. 199). 

Harvey and Consalvi (i960) found the peak in the second-highest 

in rank, but only as compared to those ranking highest and lowest in 

the group# 

Possibly the discrepancy between the linear and curvilinear 

trends may be explained in terms of Hollander's concept of "idiosyncrasy 

credits" (1958)® Those who deviate from group norms can do so without 

negative sanctions from the group only if they have sufficient idio

syncrasy credits. These credits are related to status, with those of 



higher status having more credit. Credit is accumulated by conforming 

to group norms and "spent" by deviating from these norms0 Thus9 as 

indicated by the first group of studies, those of higher status (who 

have more idiosyncrasy credits) do not need to conform as much as those 

of lower social status0 However, those of "'indefinite status" 

(Wilson, i960) or those who are "second-highest" (Harvey and Consalvi, 

i960) may "try harder" to accumulate idiosyncrasy credits or may be 

less willing to "spend" these credits by deviatingp because they want 

to either consolidate or increase their status0 

If one extrapolates from the above-mentioned studies, it 

would be expected that authority figures would be more influential 

than peers# However, the findings in this area were somewhat contra

dictory. Luchins and Luchins (1961), using the experimenter as the 

authority, found greater yielding to authority than the unaninous 

majority of peers0 In contrast, Berkouitz and Lundy (1957)? using 

three Army generals as authority figures, found conformity greater 

toward peers than authority for those who were low on their measure 

of "interpersonal confidence." Those who were more influenced by the 

generals tended to be high in "interpersonal confidence" and high on 

authoritarianism (the F-scale)0 

To some extent, the above difference between the experimenter 

and the generals as authority figures may be explained in terms of 

Festinger's social comparison theory (195*0« When one judges oneself, 

the standard of judgment used is other people with relatively similar 

standing, especially in the trait being judged. If the person(s) used 



as a standard deviate excessively from oneself, they will tend to be 

rejected as a standards Thus the experimenter, although he had higher 

status, may not have been deviant enough to be rejected as a standard, 

but the Army generals may have been® 

One might- also assume that those who were more influenced by 

the generals were influenced more because they were more authoritarian* 

However, this is not completely supported by other studies« Moore 

and Krupat (1971), using undergraduate college males, administered 

both the F-scale and a self-esteem scale to Ss in addition to the 

conformity task0 

It was found that low authoritarians conformed greatly 
to the high status source (physician) and very little to 
the low status source (mailman), while high authoritarians 
were not differentially susceptible to the two sources• 
Further, the behavior of high authoritarian subjects did 
not vary as a function of self-esteem, while low authori
tarians demonstrated a strong negative relationship (r » 
-.46) between self-esteem and conformity (p« 122) 0 

In contrast, Vidulich and Kaiman (1961) used 30 high-dogmatic 

and 30 low-dogmatic Ss taken as the extremes from 307 college intro

ductory psychology students« They used them to measure the influence 

of high status (loeB, professors) and low status (i«e«, high school 

students) confederates# While the closed or high-dogmatic groups 

agreed significantly more with the high status source, open or low-

dogmatic groups tended to agree relatively more with the low status 

source. 

In summarizing social status, although the majority of studies 

indicate a positive, linear relationship between status and conformity, 

some others suggest a curvilinear trend with the extremes of status 
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being less conforming. In comparing the influence of peers with author

ity figures outside the peer group, the results are mixed and incon

sistently related to personality variables such as authoritarianism, 

self-esteem, a*v? interpersons! confidence. 

Racial Composition and Sex RatiOo Possibly somewhat related 

to status , the composition of the group as to either race or sex seems 

to be related to the extent of yielding® 

Mock (1969)p using fourth through sixth grade children in 

biracial groups of five, found that conformity increased in both white 

and Negro children as the number of white children in the group in

creased from two to three. In addition, children of both races ex

hibited significantly more yielding with a white experimenter than 

with a Negro experimenter. 

Similarly, the sex ratio of a group has been found to effect 

the degree of yielding in Ss, except in one case (Myers and Arenson, 

1968). In this case, the nonsignificant results were blamed on the 

small size of the majority (N = 2) and the lack of live confederates. 

In contrast, Golley (1966) also used a majority of two, one male and 

one female, but observed a "strong and unpredicted like-sex pattern of 

agreement, with females showing the effect more than males" (pp. 2^9-

25O). However, Golley said that the generalization of sex as a cri

terion of coalition in the three-person groups should not necessarily 

be made because of the unique dynamics of triads. 

Using slightly larger groups, two studies (Reitan and Shaw, 

196^1 Tuddenham, MacBride, and Zahn, 1958) found significant relation

ships between the sex ratio of the group and yielding to group pressures. 
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In both of these studies, women were found to show more overall 

conformityo In the earlier study, Tuddenhara et al0 used mixed-sex 

groups with sex ratios of 3*2 and 2s3 and same-sex groups of 2, 3s 

and 5 persons 0 Women tended to conform more as there were more men 

and fewer women in the group® especially with visual (as opposed to 

informational or opinion) tasks® In contrast0 men yielded most in 

the group with the sex ratio of 3s2. Tuddenham et al. concluded 

that for men "the norm appears to be generated by a group maximally 

representative of "people in general0—two men and two women—-and 

hence maximally difficult to discount or resist" (pp. 24-9-250)• 

Supporting this last contention using groups of four persons8 Reitan 

and Shaw (1964) found that both men and women conformed more to mixed-

sex groups than same-sex groupse 

Interpersonal Attraction,. It would seem logical to assume that 

the degree of liking among group members would b© United to the amount 

of yielding to group pressures0 However,, one study (Harper and 

Tuddenham, 19<&) found nonsignificant differences in yielding as 

related to levels of interpersonal attraction* This study used groups 

chosen sociometrieally for attraction or nonattraction as versus 

groups of strangers„ 

In contrast, some studies (Bass, 1961, p. 518 Berkowlta, I957l 

Hare, 1962j Klesler and Gorbin, 1965? Walker and Heyns, 1962) found 

liking to be directly related to yielding, that Is, the more you like 

other members of the group, the more you will yield to their pressures• 

However, some of these studies showed that the liking variable inter

acted with others in influencing yielding behavior. Kiesler and Corbin 
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(1965) added the variable of being committed to continue in the group 

(or not) to "high/' "below average" and "low" levels of attraction to 

the group# If they were uncommitted to continue in the groupe Ss 

demonstrated a positive, linear relationship between attraction and 

yielding0 However0 under the "committed" condition, Ss exhibited a 

curvilinear relationships with both high and low attraction yielding 

about th© sarnQ;, but significantly more than the bslow~av@rage Ss0 

Somewhat similar to the eoneept of "ingratiation" expounded 

by Jones (196k)g Walker and Heyns (1962) seem to see conformity as a 

means to being liked# 

If conformity is seen as being instrumental to being 
likedt then the expectation that the more attractive a 
group the more cohesive the group, and the more cohesive 
the group the nor© pressure toward uniformity or conformity 
tends to be fulfilled. If conformity behavior is not seen 
as instrumental to being liked9 then attractiveness and 
conformity are likely to b© inversely related (Walker 
and Heyns0 19625 pe 40)0 

Conforraity would tend not to be seen as being instrumental to 

being liked in a task-oriented settinge in contrast to a group-oriented 

setting. This is supported to some extent by Thibaut and Strickland 

(1956)# who found that0 as the amount of pressure to conform increased, 

the proportion who conformed in a "group Bet" (i0e0(? tilth friends) 

increased but do creased in a "tank r.etra (io0o 0 with strangers )0 In 

other words9 an increase in social pressure tended to increase yielding 

to friends, but it reduced yielding to strangers<, 

In contrast to the situation0 McDavid (1959) saw persons as 

relatively "message-oriented" (i»eo9 task-oriented) or "source-

oriented" (i.e., group-oriented). When compared to group oriented 

Ss, those who were task-oriented tended to yield less. In addition. 
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task-oriented Ss were more likely to compromise than to completely 

conform to the more-discrepant group pressurese 

It also seems that whether the Ss are task-oriented, message-

oriented 9 or merely less likely to see yielding as instrumental to 

being liked? these Ss yield more for personal utilityreacting more 

to the "informational" aspects of social influence (Deutsch and Gerard, 

1955)« In contrast„ Ss that are group-oriented„ source-oriented or 

ingratiating tend to yield to keep from being different from the other 

members of the groupB reacting more to the "normative" aspects of 

social influence (Deutsch and Gerard0 1955)® 

In summarizing the effects of interpersonal attraction, it 

can be said that yielding seems to be positively related to liking when 

the social influence is predominantly "normative#" This trend may be 

destroyed or reversed tinder conditions of social influence which are 

predominantly "informational 8" However,, this becomes relatively 

ambiguous when one realizes that0 in realityB all social influence 

contains both components in varying, and relatively unmeasurable, 

degrees* 

Other Relevant Variables 

In addition to the previously-covered factors, there are other 

factors which nay bs related to conformity behavior but do not fit well 

in any of the previous categories„ 

Response Consistency,, When discussing response consistency, 

it is assumed that later responses are influenced by the previous 

responses or reactions to them. Thus, in being consistent, a person 
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who originally yields will tend to continue to yield, and a person who 

originally resists group pressures will tend to continue to do so® 

However, several studies indicated that conformity responses 

decreased over trials (DiVesta and Cox0 1959? Gerard and Rotter0 I96I} 

Hollander, Julian, and Haaland, 1965)0 

In contrast0 other studies indicated that conformity increased 

over trials (Crowne and Liverantj, 1963? Fisher and Lubin, 1958? Hamm 

and Hovlng, 1969? Penner and Davis, 1969)0 One of these studies (Fisher 

and Lubin, 1958) suggested that there is considerable influence between 

trials. "Considerable amounts of Influence are manifested between 

interactions on successive stimuli 0 Marked changes are seen In S°s 

initial response to the second stimulus, before any overt attempt to 

alter his judgment , . (p„ 237)o However, this may be explained by 

the tendency of some Ss to be influenced by group pressures even when 

responding privately later (Endler, 1965# 1966§ Sherif 0 1936)0 

Although yielding is greatly reduced in responding both privately and 

individually, Ss exhibited significantly more yielding than they did 

before they had responded in the group® This may have been what Fisher 

and Lubin interpreted as an "intertrial" effect• 

One source (Krech, Crutchfield, and Ballachey, 1962) quoted 

both increasing and decreasing trends in yielding, depending upon the 

gender of the Ss„ 

In Crutchfield°s studies, females consistently earned 
higher conformity scores than did males„ Moreover, this 
difference tended to get larger as the testing session 
continued; on the average, the conformity scores for males 
tended to decline over the duration of the session, whereas 
the average score for females tended to rise (p. 52^). 



In contrast to studies indicating either a rise and/or fall 

in yielding over trials, the majority of studies dealing with this 

specific factor indicate a significant amount of individual consistency 

in yielding when the tasks are the same or similar (Blake9 Kelsons and 

Mouton, 1957? Deutsch and Gerard9 19551 Feshbach9 195&S FreedLman and 

Fraser, 19663 Gerarde 196^ 1965? Goldberg,, 195^? GrahamB 1962? Rosner, 

1957J Tuddenham, 1958s Wiener0 Carpenter0 and Carpenter, 1957)® 

Rosner (1957) found phi coefficients for consistency of Ss in a 

single setting to "be »33 for high yielders and „5^ for low yielders. 

Tuddenham (1958)D using three different types of item categories 

(visual, informational and opinion), found split-half correlations 

which ranged from <>60 to ®90® Although consistency was found for 

those at the extremes of yielding, Tuddenham did not find this to be 

true of those that yielded moderately® 

• 0 e those at both extremes (yielders and non-yielders) 
resembled each other in displaying considerable stability 
from item to item® In contrast, subjects with total 
yielding scores in the middle range showed much variability 
from item to itenu Compromisers who sought consistently 
to "split the difference" between personal judgment and 
group norm were very rare (p. 23^). 

Some of the studies related response consistency to a commit

ment on the part of S in terms of responding publicly® For example, 

Gerard (196^) discussed commitment as related to the private-public 

response factor. 

A person who tended to be independent would be more so 
in public. Similarly a person who tends to conform would 
conform more in public. In terms of our interpretation • • ., 
taking either an independent or a conforming stand in public 
tends to fix the stand due to the negative consequences 
attendant on changing it (p. 211). 



To summarize, even though the majority of studies favor 

response consistency9 a good portion of studies indicated increasing 

and/or decreasing trends in yielding over trials * Because the causal 

factors for consistency (or the lack of it) have not as yet "been 

sufficiently identified, it would "be difficult to predict if or when 

Ss will be consistent® 

The Use of Volunteers. Since many Ss in psychological experi

ments are students in "beginning psychology courses„ participation in 

an experiment may "be one of several alternative course requirements, 

Blake„ Berkowitz, Bellamy0 and Mouton (195&) found the attractiveness 

of the alternatives to volunteering influenced the proportion of the 

group that volunteered. The less attractive the alternatives, the 

more students tended to volunteer0 

Similar to the yielding problem we are exploring,, Ss tended 

to volunteer more if they see others volunteering,, as versus others 

refusing or no others (Rosenbaum, 1956? Rosenbaum and Blake, 1955)• 

In addition„ the more necessary or important the research was made 

to sound (e.g., Ph. D. dissertation versus class research project), 

the more Ss who volunteered (Rosenbaum5 1956)® 

The fact that most studies use volunteers may also bias 

specific facts related to the Ss. Rosnow and Rosenthal (1970) 

summarized these traits9 

0 o o it was shown that the literature coo suggests 
that volunteers tend to be better educated and occupy higher 
status positions than nonvolunteers, and that volunteers 
may also be brightere higher in approval need9 less authori
tarian, more sociable, more arousal seeking, more unconventional, 
more often first born, and younger than nonvolunteers. Men 
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seem to volunteer more for unconventional studies and also 
for studies where the experimenter is not highly dependent 
on their cooperation? women, for conventional studies and 
for studies where the experimenter is more dependent 
(p. 268), 

These characteristics would probably form more than one 

cluster of personality types, some more yielding and some less 

yieldinge In is difficult to assess what proportions of what per

sonalities are obtained (unless personality tests are administered), 

and thus, it would be difficult to predict if this would bias the 

results j, and if so0 which direction the bias would take« 

General Experimental Situation "Demand characteristics" 

(Orne, 1962) are both explicit and implicit in the experimental 

situation* For example, the more specific the instructions, the less 

likely yielding will occur,, especially when these instructions stress 

the Importance of accuracy or correctness in the task (Graham, 1962j 

Luchins and Luchins 0 1967)0 However, London and Lim (196*0 found that 

adding paragraphs in the instructions to either indoctrinate or 

immunize toward yielding had no significant effect0 

Another factor that seems to influence yielding is the 

ihclusion of neutral trials among critical trials,, 

Conforming responses diminished significantly with 
increases in neutral trials (to a maximum of 18 out of 27), 
and intermittent neutral trials and critical trials increased 
conforming behaviors significantly more than did consecutive 
neutral and critical trials (Oliver, 196^, p. 5589). 

Finallyp Rosenthal (1963) dealt with experimenter bias in terms 

of the expectancies of the experimenter (E)„ However, this seems to 

be a case of "damned if you do and damned if you don®t." When E Is 
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unaware of his expectations, these expectations seem to influence, 

to a significant extent, how his experiment will turn out. In other 

words, he is likely to bias the experiment to make obtaining the 

hypothesized results more likely# On the other hand, E introduces 

another bias if he is aware of his biases. 

Apparently, when E is motivated to the point where he 
feels he is being bribed to bias, or when he is very aware 
of his own motivation to obtain certain data from Ss, he 
tends to show a significant reverse bias effect , « , 
In some cases, it may be E8s need for autonomy that leads 
to the reverse bias as though he Tinted to say "you can't 
influence me," In other cases, it may be E°s scientific 
Integrity which leads him to obtain data significantly 
opposite to that hypothesized (p8 272), 

In addition Rosenthal indicated that for maximum experimenter 

bias one should have "an E with a high need for social approval, with 

an anxiety level neither very high nor very low but similar to the 

anxiety of his Ss, E would have high status, be gesturally inclined, 

and behave in a friendly, interested manner vis-a-vis his Ss" (p, 278), 

The factors mentioned in this chapter seem to summarize all 

of the variables that may vary the effect of the temporal position of 

a partner's response on a naive S's reaction to group influence. 



CHAPTER 2 

METHOD 

Obtaining Volunteers 

The UA volunteers were obtained on the first day of class in 

the spring semester from two sections of elementary psychology, a 

day section and an evening section.. Volunteer forms were handed 

out while the experimenter (E) introduced himself and described 

the study. The study was described as an experiment dealing with 

the relationship between one's perception and one's reference groups, 

requiring about 200 volunteers# (For more detailed information 

about the volunteer form and the description of the study, see 

Appendix A.) 

All questions from the classes were answered® Among the 

answers, it was mentioned that the Ss would serve six at a time rather 

than alone* As told to the classes, this was to reduce the time to 

test the 200 Ss needed® 

Instructions were given on how to fill out the forms® Then 

the forms were filled out and returned to E, The whole process took 

less than 15 minutes. 

During the same semester, volunteers were obtained in a 

similar manner from the high school English classes. The only dif

ferences were that the volunteer form varied slightly (see Appendix 

44 
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B), and they were told that other high schools had been previously 

contacted to obtain Ss. 

When the individual appointments were raadee all Ss were reminded 

to be on time0 because five other people would be there. They were 

also told that these five would be the same sex as the S0 All Ss were 

selected at random from the list of volunteers and were randomly 

assigned to the various experimental conditions. 

Subjects 

The Ss used were 140 volunteers from two elementary psychology 

classes at The University of Arizona (UA)9 30 volunteers from Pueblo 

High School, and 30 volunteers from Salpointe High School. The Ss were 

equally divided as to sex within each group. 

The age distribution of the UA sample was positively skewed, 

with a range of 16-39 years*, Only four Ss were under 18, and only 

five were over 25® Over 60% of the UA Ss were either 18 or 19. The 

median age was 18.9 years. 

Puublo High School, a public school, is located in the south

west side of Tucson in a predominantly working-class neighborhood. 

The neighborhood also has a higher proportion of Mexican-Americans 

and Negroes than Tucson as a whole. The Ss were all juniors, ranging 

in age from 16-18 years. Only two Ss were 18 years old. 

Salpointe High School, a relatively progressive Catholic 

parochial school, is located in a predominantly middle-class white 

neighborhood. However, being the only Catholic high school in Tucson, 

Salpointe has students from all parts of the city. Two-thirds of the 



Ss were 16 years of age, and the remainder were 17. Again, all Ss 

were juniors. 

All Ss used in this study had 2 0 / Z 0  vision without astigmatism 

as reported by the Ss themselves„ If the S's performance suggested 

some sort of uncorrected visual defects the S®s vision was checked 

by an independent sources either the Student Health Service at the 

UA or the Ses own physician0 Of those who were examined, 26 were 

eliminated because of some sort of visual defect« 

Experimental Method 

Six chairs were set in the hall, just outside a door to a 

25-foot corridor with nine other doors opening from the corridor® A 

sign on the outer door pointed to the chairs and said, "Reference 

group subjects, please wait here„" The S waited in the hall until 

2 
E took her to the first room on the right in the corridor0 The 

S always sat alone in the same room® A confederate, posing as another 

S, was always taken to the second room on the right, immediately 

adjacent to the S9s room. 

The S9s room (see Figure 1) contained a table (E) with a 

remote-controlled slide projector (B) mounted on its own carrying 

case (F) for height# The stimulus slides were projected on a white 

piece of paper (G) on the wall across from the S. On the table behind 

the projector was an intercom (C)« The response panel (D) was elevated 

by a chair (not shorn)® 

^Even though the experiment was run with both males and females, 
for the sake of clarity we will only use feminine pronouns for the sub
ject and confederate and masculine pronouns for the experimenter. 



The response panel is shown in greater detail in Figure 2. 

The responses of the simulated group were indicated in rows A to E. 

The switches below each column of lights were used by the S to respond, 

controlling solely the response lights indicated as subject F„ 

The confederate°s room contained a table and two chairs, one 

for the confederate and one for E0 On the table was a response panel 

similar to that of the S0 except that it lacked the bottom row of 

response buttons0 Attached to the panel was a console of buttons to 

simulate the responses of the five simulated Sse The confederate 

operated the response according to a prearranged pattern (to be 

discussed later)0 Also on the table was an intercom6 identical to 

that of the S, and a control switch for the Ses projector. 

Simulating the Group 

Three techniques were used to simulate the remainder of the 

groups one if the S came early„ the second if the S was on time (± 5 

minutes from the appointed time)9 and the third if the S was late* 

Early Phase0 In the early condition^ the confederate and the 

experimenter were seated on two of the six chairs in the hallway. 

When the S came in, she was told to sit down while waiting for more 

Ss to arriveo The S was also told that if the other Ss had not arrived 

by a few minutes to the appointed time, E would situate them (the S 

and the confederate) in their rooms and seat the others in their rooms 

as they arrived# 

While the S, E, and the confederate waited for the necessary 

time to pass, they engaged in "small talk." The confederate posed 
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either as a UA elementary psychology student from another lecture 

section or as a junior from another high school„ whichever was 

applicable. At any random noises in the hall0 E would look around 

as if expecting other Ss to arrive. 

At about five minutes to the appointed tlmep the experimenter 

lead the confederate into her room and read off the initial instructions 

to her as if she were a S0 Then E left the confederate0 closing the 

door to her room0 Then E went to the S and brought her to her room» 

The S was seated, handed a reference group form (see Appendix C)e and 

given the same initial instructions that had been read to the confeder

ate. 

Please fill out this form while you are waiting. Answer 
all the questions as completely as possible. When you have 
finished8 turn on the switch under number one on the (response) 
panel. I will give you further directions via the intercom. 
You can talk to me9 if you need to, by depressing the lever on 
the righto (Gesture to lever) Any questions? 

After answering any questions, E then elosed the door to the 

S*s room and went out to the hallway0 There he pretended to find two 

more Ss sitting and waiting. He would tell one imaginary S to wait 

while he took the other one to her room. Then E "double-stepped" to 

simulate two people walking down the coridor, opsned up another room, 

and repeated the initial instructions he had given the real S. He 

then closed the door, walked normally back up to the corridor,, and 

repeated the same thing with the next imaginary S0 The process was 

then repeated again for a third imaginary S. To make conditions seem 

more realistic® a two to three minute trait was utilized before a fourth 

imaginary S arrived to be situated in her room. 



During this tiiae, the confederate waited approximately two 

minutes after each imaginary S went into her room, and then the con

federate pushed the appropriate button tmder number one to indicate 

that the particular S had finished her reference group fomu After 

E had situated the last imaginary S, he joined the confederate in her 

room. Immediately E would announce over the intercom„ "As soon as A 

is finished with her formD we will start the next part of the experi

ment «" After waiting about seconds,, E would again use the intercom 

to ask, "A, are you almost finished?" Within the next 30 seconds, the 

confederate would turn on the appropriate light to indicate that A 

had finished her forme 

On-Time Phase. In the "on-time" condition, the confederate 

remained on one of the six chairs in the hall, while E sat in the 

confederate's roonu When the S arrived, the confederate would say 

something like Q "Are you a subject& too?" This statement would be a 

cue to E to start reading the last part of the initial instructions 

aloud, as if actually instructing an S0 The instructions purposely 

were read loud enough to be heard by the S in the hall# 

When you have finished, turn on the switch under number 
one on the panel. I will give you further instructions via 
the intercom. You can talk to me,, if you need to, by 
depressing the lever on the right. No, the one on the right! 
Any questions? (Pause) Good, all we need are two more 
subjects, and we®11 have all six. 

Then the experimenter closed the door and went out into the 

hall* Of course9 there would be the two Ss neededc the confederate 

and the real S» The experimenter would ask who arrived first f and 

both would agree that the confederate did. The E would lead the 



confederate to her room and read the initial instructions to her* 

While the experimenter ms doing tMse the confederate would turn on 

the number one lights on the response panel for A; B„ and C, indicating 

that these simulated Ss had finished their forms. Then E would leave 

the confederate^ close her door9 and get the real S into her own room® 

While E was finishing the initial instructions with the real Se 

the confederate would turn on D's number one light to indicate that D 

had just finished filling out the reference group form0 Thus the real 

S sees another "S" responding while E is still in the room. Therefore 

it is less likely for the S to believe that E is operating the response 

lights• 

After finishing the initial instructions to the real S, E 

closed her door and joined the confederate# Immediately E used the 

intercom to announce, "As soon as E and F finish their forms„ we will 

be ready to begin the nest part of the experiment." After *1-5-60 seconds,, 

the confederate turned on E"s number one light„ and both the confederate 

and E waited for the real S to signal that she had finished the form. 

Late Phase. If the S had not arrived by five minutes after 

the appointed time, the late condition was put into effect. The 

confederate went to her room, closed the door, and turned on the number 

one lights for A, B, G, D, and E» Meanwhilee E waited outside in the 

hall for the S. When the S came, the experimenter lead her into the 

corridor9 explaining that the rest of the Ss were waiting for her. 

This talking served as a cue for the confederate, who stood up, poked 
•» 

her head out of the door (so she could be seen by the S), and said, 
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"Is she finally here?" Then E told the confederate to sit down and the 

experiment would start in a few minutes® Then the S was put in her room 

and given the initial instructions® After closing the S®s doore E 

joined the confederate and announced over the intercom„ "As soon as 

F finishes her fora„ we will ba ready to start the nest part of the 

experimento" Then E and the confederate waited for the S to signal 

that she had finished the forms 

Common Phase o Once all Ss9 real or otherwise, indicated that 

they had finished their forms, all conditions (early, on-time, and 

late) followed the same procedure® The experimenter read the following 

instructions over the intercomt 

Now that all of you have finished your forms, we will 
check your panels to see that everything is in working order. 

(As an aside) Since I have to run so many subjects,, 
I 'm trying to save time by running six of you together. 
Although you may not share all the same reference groups, 
I can tell you that you are all the same sex and approxi
mately the same age. 

Since all of you already have turned on switch number 
one, please turn it off. 

The S turned her light off, while the confederate quickly 

turned the other lights off in an irregular sequence. Then E con

tinued, "Now turn on switch number two in order. In other words, 

subject A first, B second, and so on through F." 

The confederate purposely turned on B's number two light 

first, then the lights of A, G, D, and E. To this, E exclaimed over 

the intercom, "B, please respond in order!" Then he continued the 

instructions• 



Now turn off switch two, again in order, and turn on 
switch three. (Pause) Now do the same for switch four. 
(Pause) Lastly, switch five. (Pause) Now turn off switch 
five. (Pause) Good*, 

The task we are going to do involves the perception 
of the length of lines. Bach projector will project the 
exact same slide on each of your walls. Each slide will 
contain six lines t a standard line on the left narked 
"Sf" and five comparison lines on the right marked 1 to 5® 

One of the five lines at the right is equal to the 
standard line at the left. You will decide in each case 
which is the equal line and indicate its number by turning 
on the corresponding light in your (response) panel« 

Please respond in order as you did when checking the 
lights. Subject A will respond first, B second, and so on. 
Your switches will turn on corresponding lights on my board, 
so I can record your responsese 

When I tell you to do so for each trial, please turn 
your switches off and we will proceed to the next slide. 
In all you will see ̂ 0 slides. Any questions? 

Then E paused for about 10 seconds, after which he read the 

following at a slightly faster rate and at a slightly higher pitch 

of voice8 

Yeh, I can answer that. The reason you see the responses 
of the others is that the response panels are wired in 
series. The panels were previously used in another experi
ment, and it—it just wasn't practical to change the wiring. 
(Laugh) In other words, I couldn't afford the extra 
wiring. Any other questions? 

After another 10-seeond pause„ E continued to speak at the : 

accelerated pace. 

Oh, the reason you can't hear the person asking the 
question is that the intercom is set up so you can speak 
only directly to me. However„ when I speak, you can all 
hear me. Any other questions? (10-second pause) 

No—no, no! Please do not use any aid to measure 
the length of the lines, like—uhhh—your finger. This 
would defeat the whole purpose of the experiment. Are 
there any other questions? 



After this point, or any time during the questioning period, 

the S was free to ask questions. If she asked a question before any 

of the prearranged answers , her question was answered, ami the pro

grammed answers followed later pauses„ 

After the first pause without a question, real or otherwise, 

E announced (again at a slower rate and a lower-pitched voice), 

"Okay thenp here is the first slideo" He then pushed the button to 

advance the slide projector to the first slide. 

The confederate then followed a prearranged pattern for 

turning on the response lights0 She waited 3-5 seconds to turn on 

A'8 response, 1-2 seconds to turn on B°s response, and about a 

second each for C, De and Ec Then the S responded as F® The S°s 

response isas recorded by Ee and then he told them to turn off their 

lights. They did sos E pushed the projector control for the next 

slide, and the whole process was repeateda 

After 20 slides had been responded to in this way, the 

experimenter gave the following instructions! 

Now we will check your consistency by going over the 
first twenty slides again* However, if you feel that you 
want to change any of your answers, feel free to do so. 
Are there any questions? (Pause) 

Then the projector control t-sas pushed, advancing the projector 

to the first slide of the second series of slides, which ms identical 

to the first series of slides® The process was essentially the same 

with the second set of 20 slides0 

Once the last slide was finished, E said, "Please stay in 

your rooms. I will eoae around to each one of you to ask you a few 



final questions," Then B went to the S's room and stated the 

followingj 

Now I want to test your perception again* When 
someone does an experiment, he usually has a hypothesis, 
a prediction of how he thinks the experiment will turn 
out. Essentially, the hypothesis tells what the experi
menter is trying to show with the expariraent. What is 
ray hypothesis for this experiment? (Pause for answer) 

Many people test more than one hypothesis at a 
time in an experimento Give another possible hypothesis# 
(Pause for answer) 

Give me a third possible hypothesise (Pause for 
answer) 

How is your vision? (Pause for answer) 

If the S said she could not think of a hypothesis, she was 

asked to "try." If she declined a second time for the second or 

third hypothesis, questioning about the hypotheses was terminated* 

After these last questions were finished, the S was told that 

she was the only Se her immediate response was recorded, and debriefing 

was started* During debriefings she was askeds "How did you feel when 

the group was against you?" Her answer was recorded. 

For the 20 UA Ss who served as a control group, 10 males and 

10 females, the conditions were essentially the same, except they were 

told the other five Ss had called up and cancelled. They were given 

the same instructions and treatment as the experimental groups, only 

with portions changed or deleted that could apply only to a group of 

people (e.g., the simulated questions, checking the others* lights, 

etc.). 
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The Stiaull 

The stimuli being viewed were 20 slides, shown one at a time, 

each with a vertical standard line at the left marked "S" and five 

vertical comparison lines at the right marked one to five. The 

comparison lines shared the same base line with the standard line« 

Bach adjacent comparison line had a half inch difference in length 

from its neighborsp in either an ascending or descending order (see 

Figure 3)o For the exact length of the lines on each slide0 see 

Table 1, For further details about the slides,, see Appendix D„ 

The center of the slide was about 10°-20° to the left of the 

S, about ^-5 feet away and approximately at eye level0 These measure

ments depended upon the height of the S and whether or not the S 

leaned either forward or to the side or sat upright while viewing the 

slides. 

Responses of the Simulated Group 

For each set of 20 trials, one slide per trial, the group gave 

the correct responses on only ten of the trials. On the other ten 

trials, the critical trials„ the group unanimously responded by always 

choosing a line which is two lines away from the correct response9 in 

other words, one inch shorter or longer than the correct choice (see 

Table 2), This allowed the 3 several major alternatives in responding* 

First the S could choose the correct line and be independent. Second, 

the S could choose the same line as the group and conform. Third, the 

S could choose the line between the correct choice and the group choice. 

In this way the S compromised, being neither completely independent nor 
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Table 1 

LENGTH OF LINES ON STIMULUS SLIDES 

Length of Length of Comparison Lines 
Slide Standard 
Number Line Line 1 Line 2 Line 3 Line 4 Line 5 

1 3i" 5" I f , »  3i" 3" 

2 2 3 2* 2 i* 1 

3 3i 2 2£ 3 3i 4 

4 8 8 7l 7 6i 6 

5 3i 3 3z 5 

6 7 6| 6 5* 5 

7 3 3i k *£ 5 

8 4 5 51 6 

9 5* 5 5f 6 61 7 

10 6 5i 5 4 

11 3* 2 2* 3 3i if 

12 2i 4 3i 3 2i 2 

13 5 7 6* 6 5i 5 

14 4 3 3i H 5 

15 8 6 6| 7 7i 8 

16 7 7 6* 6 5i 5 

17 3 5 3i 3 

18 7i 8 7i 7 6£ 6 

19 4 5 5i 6 

20 6 6 5i 5 H 4 



Table 2 

ANSWERS OF SIMULATED GROUP 

Slide (Trial) Line Number of Line Number of 
Number Correct Answer Group Answer 

1 4 4 

2 3 3 

3 4 4 

4 1 3 

5 2 2 

6 2 4 

7 3 5 

8 1 1 

9 2 4 

10 4 2 

11 4 4 

12 4 2 

13 5 5 

14 3 1 

15 5 3 

16 1 1 

17 5 5 

18 2 4 

19 1 1 

20 1 3 



completely conforming. Another major alternative was available for 

seven of the ten critical trials# This was to respond a line away 

from the correct responsep but in the opposite direction from the 

group choice# This type of response was called anticonformity. 

On the second set of critical trialsg one of the simulated 

group acted as a partner for all ten trials by giving the correct 

choice while the rest of the group still gave the same incorrect 

responses,, For one third of the Ss„ the first member of the group to 

respond (A) Mas the partnerB For another third of the Ss„ the partner 

responded in the middle of the group (C)6 For the last third of the 

Ss, the last member of the simulated group to respond (E) was the 

partner. 

For one-half of the UA Ss, the partner conditions were given 

first, and then the condition with unanimous opposition was given. 

High school students were run only with the unanimous condition first. 

The responses of the group, in both neutral and critical 

trials, were determined randomly. 



CHAPTER 3 

RESULTS 

Of the students who were asked to volunteer, actually 

volunteered. This percentage varied significantly from situation to 

situationo There was a significantly higher percentage of volunteers 

from the UA (50^) than there was from the high schools (42„9^) 

(X2 « 6<A5, P 3 002)^0 Within each of these groups, there were also 

significant differences« At the U A g  the daytime psychology class had 

a higher percentage of volunteers (53°5%) than the evening psychology 

(39«8/6) (X2 « 10®98» P s .001). Salpoint© High School tod the highest 

volunteer rate (56o*$)j, while Pueblo High School had the lowest 

(35.3£) (X2 - 23*60e P ̂  e00i)o 

There were no significant sex differences in volunteering with 

any of these groups, except for the UA evening psychology class. In 

2 
that groupp women volunteered significantly more than men (X 5*91» 

P-s.02), 

To get the 200 Ss needed for the experiment, 323 sessions were 

Ehsduled, Of these, 85 potential Ss failed to keep their appointments, 

26 were eliminated because of some sort of visual defect, and 12 were 

eliminated because of some error in the experimental procedure. 

p 
-'All Chi-square (X ) tests used in this paper Imve one degree of 

freedom, unless otherwise indicatedo 
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Control Group 

Out of the total of 800 trials by 20 UA psychology students, 

the control group made 30 one-line errors , giving them an error rate 

of 3,75%, There was no significant sex difference in errors. In 

the first series of 20 trials 0 20 errors were mades while only 10 

errors were made on th© second run0 This difference was not significant 

(X2 - 3olO^ P 3: ,05), 

If one examined the control group responses only to the critical 

trials, the error rate is slightly, but not significantly„ higher 

(4,00%)* Howevero the direction of these errox-3 is worth noting0 On 

the first four critical trials (slides bs 6P 7» &nd 9)0 all eight 

errors were made in the direction which the group would have responded 

(i«e.» potential compromise responses). In contraste on the fifth 

through seventh critical trials (slides 10, 129 and 14) 9 all eight 

errors were road© in the opposite direction (i0e9p potential anti« 

conformity responses). No errors were'made on the last three critical 

trials (slides 15, i8e and 20)® It should be noted that it was im

possible to make an anticonformity response9 potential or otherwise, 

on critical trials 10 85 and 10® 

Although 30 one»line errors wet© nade9 no control group S 

chose a line more than on© amy from the correct response. 

No significant differences in errors were found between the 

ascending and the descending arrangements of comparison lines. 

Since the control group was used solely to measure error due 

to the stimulus or to perception alone, it was not felt necessary to 

replicate the control group data with the high school studentse 
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Measures of Group Influence 

To analyze group influence, the three measures used were 

deviation score, conformity status„ and the type of response# 

The deviation score indicated how njany comparison lines away 

from the veridical alternative was the line which was chosen by the S0 

Lines in the direction of the discrepant group choice were given a 

positive valuog whil© lines in the opposite direction are scored as 

negativ©0 However, since the nuiabar ©f choices made in the negative 

(i.e.* antieonforraity) direction were so few, the negative choices 

were combined with the veridical choices„ Thus, on a critical trial, 

if the S ms independent and picked the veridical alternative„ her 

deviation score was zero. If the S conformed with the group* picking 

a line which was two lines away from the veridical response,, her score 

was two. If the S merely compromised by picking the line which was 

between the veridical and the group alternatives, her deviation score 

was one# Thus, in a run of ten critical trials,, S°s deviation score 

could range fro® zero for baing consistently independent to twenty for 

being consistently conforming,, 

The deviation score not only accounted fes? the number of errors, 

but also the relative size of the error# Because the difference in 

length between adjacent lines was constant (ioe„, a half inch) and those 

lines were arranged in order by length,' the concept of an interval scale 

for the deviation score seems to be valid9 

However, the control group had a error rate. Baking no 

errors greater than one line away from the veridical choicee The 

deviation score of 4 eould be obtained by four compromise responses. 



two compromise responses and a conformity response, or two conformity 

responses. Since no response equivalent to a conformity response was 

made by the control group,, the conformity response is seen as being 

a much more blatant effect of group pressures. Thus, the Ss were 

divided into those who were "eonforraers" (i.e., at least one conformity 

response) and those who were not0 

Finallyj, the frequency of each type of response (i.e., 

independent„ compromise e and conformity) was used to measure the extent 

of the influence of the group. 

Success of Experimental Deception 

The success of the experimental deception depended primarily 

on two factors. The first factor was whether the Ss accepted the 

members of the simulated group as being real or not. The second in

volved the tendency of Ss to blame themselves or others (e.g.e the 

experimenter) for a frustrating situation. 

Hypothesis of "No Other Subjects" 

Out of the 120 Ss who participated in the unanimous-opposition 

condition first, 12 indicated that they thought they were not in a 

group, but in reality were the only S. Five of these 12 were high 

school students, with only one of the five being from Pueblo. 

The hypothesis about being the only S was judged from the 

S's immediate reaction to being told, "You are the only subject." 

(Salpointe Male, 16) Oh, yeah? This is what I 
figured! (l) couldn't figure out why the leader (his 
partner, A) would change, and everybody else"d go here 
(different responses). Where9d that other dude (the 
confederate) go? 
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(UA Female, 21) Yeah, I knew that. It wasn't logical 
for others to be that far off» the mistake (that) D rea.de 
and those stupid questions they asked, College girls 
couldn't be that stupid! 

(Pueblo Hale5 18) Oh, I seo0 I kinda had that idea. 
A was aluays wrong. But C was different, too# Was there 
a man in G (the partner)? 

However, 90% of the Ss were convinced that they were members 

of a group„ When told that they were the only S0 they registered 

disbelief,, even to the point that a few Ss compared their experience 

to "Candid Camera,1" or ""Twilight Zone." The ueirdness of finding out 

about the nonexistence of the group seemed to be the raost interesting 

aspect of the experiment for almost all of the Ss0 

(UA Female, 19) What do you mean? (E repeats statement0) 
(i was) wondering how they could be so far off0 (i) almost 
imagined I was on "Candid Camera." 

fSalpointq Male, 17) You're kidding! Where's that 
guy (the confederate) that was right in front of me? 
Where*d he go? Did he disappear or something? 

(Pueblo Female, 16) Oh, gosh! Really? (E repeats 
statement.) Oh, ray God! That's really weird! That's 
really strange! (i) feel like I'm haunted or something. 

(Salpointe Male, 16) Oh, yeah? That's amassing! 
I loved every minute of it! That's something! For a 
while there I thought I was going nuts! 

Those Ss who hypothesized "no other subjects" were compared 

with those who did not by using both the median test for the deviation 

2 
scores and the X test for conformity status, These tests were done 

for the UA sample (only those with the unanimous-opposition condition 

first), the high school sample, and the combination of both of these 

groups. 



No significant differences were found on either measure with 

any of the groups,, except for the deviation seores with the UA sample 

(FEP — o02)\ In contrast to what might be expected, all seven of 

those who hypothesized "no other subjects" were above the median devia

tion score8 Thus the only significant difference indicated that the 

UA Ss who hypothesized "no other subjects" were more influenced by the 

group than those who did not make this hypothesis,, This may mean that 

this hypothesis was an afterthought , occurring sometime after the Ss 

were influenced by the group pressure. However, because of alpha 

slippage, it is just as acceptable to say that no significant differ

ences exist between these two groups. In other words,, of the six 

statistical tests used, the probability of any one having P £: .02 

just by chance is greater than one time in ten (P ~ .10)« 

Blame 

In a frustrating situations one can blame himself for the 

situation, blame other persons or things,, not try to place any blame 

at all, or do a combination of these. Essentially this corresponds 

to Rosenzweig's categories of intropunitive, extra punitive,, and 

irapunitive responses, respectively# In an intropunitive response, 

"the frustrated person turns his aggressive feelings inward upon 

himself," In an extrapunitive response, "aggression is clearly 

directed against the environiaent«" Finally, in the irapunitive response, 

there is no attempt to aggress (Anderson and Anderson, 1951» P« 313)* 

^The Fisher's Exact Probability Test (FEP) was used because 
the number of subjects in one or more cells was exceedingly small. 
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In answering the question, "How did you feel when the group 

was against you?" an extrapunitive response would direct blame to the 

experimenter, the group, and/or the equipment used for the differences 

in choiceo 

(Salpointe Male, 16) I didn't feel bad at alle 
They're wrong5 that's what I felt® They0re blind! The 
second time (around), I felt if A (the partner) agrees 
with me, everybody else would agree with me® I thought 
you (the experimenter) sight have a gigantic switchboard 
to fool six peopleo 

(Pueblo Mal0p 16) At first I thought oaybo the 
slides were different0 then that they saw things differently. 
The second tim© around® ons guy (the partner) agreed 
with me, started seeing things right® 

(UA Female„ 18) I figured they were a bunch of 
stupid idiots, or I \m.s the only one taking it» The 
second time (around), when the other person (the partner) 
went to the right one, I thought the other girl was 
changing or possibly getting different slides0 

In response to the questionings, 4 of the 30 Pueblo Ss, 

12 of the 30 Salpointe Ss, and 35 of the 60 UA Ss felt that their 

slides were different from the rest of the group or that the experi

ment had been "rigged" in some other my, It should be noted that 

these reactions were taken after the fact* after each S had been 

told that she was th© only S» 

On the other hand, 37 of the same 120 Ss gave intropunitive 

responses# They blamed their eyes, their glasses, and even doubted 

their own mental abilities at times« If an S gave both intropunitive 

and extrapunitive responses, she was included in the intropunitive 

category. 

(UA Female, 18) (I felt) rather odd. I felt there 
was a group of four people and two (others) set aside* It 



was quite puzzling! I thought mayba my eyes were 
incorrectly focused, or I needed my glasses adjusted. 

(Pueblo Feraale, 16) When you gave the directions, 
I wasn't quite clear. After th© first five (critical 
trials) or so, I felt maybe the screen (i0e»0 slide) 
is different , I better do it my oirn way0 

(Salpointo Hale„ 16) I felt strange. (l) thought 
I ms going nuts the first two tines! Five against one--
(I) thought I was wrongo After that I felt, hell tilth 
it, I was right and they were wrong? 

Out of th© remaining 120 Ss0 16 g&v® irapunitive responses 

and th© remaining 16 could not bo classified® 

The intropunitive and the extrapunitiv© Ss were analyzed 

2 
by the median test for deviation scores and the X test for conformity 

status, With the combined UA and high school Ss, the intropunitive 

Ss were more likely to have high deviation scores (X ° 7e6Q9 P — .01) 

O 
and were more likely to be cenforraers (X 1^O650 P — o001)o 

In analyzing th© UA Ss alone, it was found that th® Intro™ 

punitive Ss did not differ significantly in terras of deviatioa scores, 

but were more likely to be conforsers than the extrapunitive Ss 

(X2 - 5A8, P < .02). 

The high school Ss, when analyzed alone, their intropunitive 

Ss had higher deviation scores (X m 3»9^p P — .05) and conformed more 

often (X2 13 5 A 8e P —.02) than their extra punitive Ss. When breaking 

this down to the individual high schools, Pueblo's intropunitive Ss 

had significantly higher deviation scores (FEP — ,05) and a greater 

number of conforaers (FEP — .02) than their extrapunitive group. In 

contrast, the S&lpointe Ss demonstrated no significant differences in 

either deviation scores or conformity status. 



The results above sees to support the previously-found 

relationship between conformity and "intropunitive aggression" 

(Hoffman^ 1953) or "self-blarae" (CostansoB 1970s Costaasso ami Stew, 

1966)B Also supported by the above results is the pre viomly »found 

tendency to link independent action to being suspicions of the experi

mental situation (Allen^ 1966? Glinskic Glinskip and Slatin, 1970? 

Horowitz and Rothschild0 1970s Hummel0 1969? Kreeh0 Grutehfieldo and 

Ballaeheye 1962s Harlow©,, .1959? StriekerP Messiefc, and Jacksons 

1967p 1969)S 

If one assumes a causal relationship between these variables, 

which way does it go? Is the S influenced less by social pressure 

because they lack "self-blame" and/or ere suspicious of the experimental 

situation? Or does the independent action come first„ and the blame 

of others and suspiciousness follow in 'an attempt to explain th© 

contradictory reactions of the group? Possibly it my be a circular 

effecte or it may operate one way in some Ss and the other in other Ss. 

However9 there are several reasons for minimising the effect 

of the suspiciousness of Ss« First9 previous studies (Willis and 

Hollander0 196^3 Willis and Willise 1970) minimised this effect„ 

retaining these Ss and their data even though over Imlf of their Ss 

were judged to be suspiciouse They felt that their suspicious Ss 

apparently did not act on their suspicion. Second, since the present 

study used an ex post facto measure of suspiciousness9 it suggests the 

possibility that inactive suspicions may be present here also© Thus 

the S may merely be reacting to "deaand characteristics" of the 



experiment (Humiael,, I969i Orne, 1962* Strieker, 1967? Strieker, 

Messick, and Jackson, 1969)0 The sole relationship between the hy

pothesis of "no other aubjscts" and greater deviation scores seems 

to support this possibility® Lastly,, if the suspiciousness did 

effect tho r-eoults9 it would reduce the possibility of finding 

significant trends rather than increase this possibility,, 

Thus j, even with the suspiciousness of some Sse it was still 

felt worthwhile to analyse the data related to the original purpose 

of this dissertation® 

Reduction of Group Influence 

The reduction of group influence by having a partner ms 

measured in two tiaya 0 The first involved subtracting the deviation 

scores under tho partner condition from the deviation scores under 

the unanimous ̂.opposition condition» This difference rns analyzed by 

using an analysis of variance (ANOVA). The second method involved 

comparing the frequency of various responses (i«eo, independent, 

compromise, and conformity) under the various experimental conditions 

Again an ANOVA iras used to analyze the data0 The UA ©ample and the 

high school sample were analyzed separately at firsts 

The UA Sample 

First® a three-my ANOVA was used to analyse the reduction of 

deviation scores in relation to three factorss (1) the temporal 

position of the partner in responding (i0e«, first0 middle, or last), 

(2) the sex of the Ss, and (3) the order of the conditions (i»e». 



whether the Ss went through the unanimous condition or th© partner 

condition first). This analysis is shown on Table 3. 

The only variable or interaction that was significant 

(P — eOOl) tras orders For the unanimous condition first9 the 

reduction in deviation scores (X 201?) was ranch greater than when 

the partner condition TJSS given first (X a 0<>62) „ However,,' with 

only this information» it was impossible to tell if this difference 

was due to variability in the unanimous condition0 variability in th© 

partner condition9 or a combination of both0 To assess this two 

more three-way ANOVAs were run using the same variables? one for the 

deviation scores froo the unanimous condition and the other for th© 

deviation scores for the partner conditiono These results are shown 

on Tables h and 5# respectively# 

There was no significant relationship for the partner con- . 

dition (Table 5)© but the order variable was th© only significant 

(P .025) relationship for the unanimous condition (Table k) B When 

the unanimous condition was run first0 the deviation score was much 

higher (X <= Ze62) than when the unanimous condition second (X «= 1»28). 

This means that th© significance of the order variable was due only to 

variation in the unanimous condition Apparently,, when the partner 

condition was given firsts this reduced the subsequent effectiveness 

of the group pressures in the unanimous conditions 

Type of Responsee Another ANOVA was done on the UA data to 

compare the frequency of conformity, compromise9 and independent 

responses# Because the position of the partner and all of its inter

actions were not significant on any of the three previously-calculated 
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Table 3 

ANOVA OF DEVIATION SCORE DIFFERENCES-
UNANIMOUS MINUS PARTNER CONDITION 

(UA SUBJECTS) 

Source df MS FF; 

Position (p) 2 7.31 1.15 

Sex 1 8.01 1.26 

Order (0) 1 72.08 11.35 

P x 0 2 3.93 ,61 

P x Sex 2 9.76 1.53 

0 x Sex 1 2.41 .37 

P x 0 x Sex 2 17.90 2.81 

Error 108 6.35 

Total 119 

"If no probability level is given, the P-statiatic is not 
significant* 
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Table 4 

ANOVA OF DEVIATION SCORES-
UNANIMOUS CONDITION 

(UA SUBJECTS) 

Source df MS F 

Position (P) 2 18.53 2.00 

Sex 1 14.70 1.58 

Order (0) 1 4843 5.19 

P x 0 2 12.86 1.39 

P x Sex 2 18.48 1.99 

0 x Sex 1 4.03 .43 

P x 0 x Sex 2 14.81 1.60 

Error 108 9.28 

Total 119 



Table 5 

ANOVA OF DEVIATION SCORES-
PARTNER CONDITION 
(UA SUBJECTS) 

Source df MS P 

Position (P) 2 2.6^ 1.75 

Sex 1 1.01 .67 

Order (0) 1 Z M  1.60 

P x 0 2 3.6^ Z M  

P x Sex 2 .95 

0 x Sex 1 .21 .1^ 

P x 0 x Sex 2 .03 .02 

Error 108 1.51 

Total U9 
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ANOVAs# it was not explored in this ANOVA. The factors explored wore 

the three typ8S of responses just mentioned, the two conditions (i0o., 

unanimous and partner) order and sexo In contrast to the ANOVAs for 

deviation scores, the anticonformity scores were not combined with 

the independent responses9 but tha anticonfexiaity responses were emitted. 

Again9 this was done because the frequency of anticonforalty responses 

in the experimental group was not significantly different frora the 

frequency of potential antieonforraity responses in the control group« 

The ANOVA is suiamarised in Table 60 

The condition variable is significant (P^ o05)c> essentially 

indicating tlmt there ware significantly fewer antieonforraity responses 

in the partner condition than there were in the unanimous condition# 

The number of anticonformity responses under the unanimous condition 

was 27, while there were only 13 in'-the partner condition0 Because 

tho mean number of potential anticonfortaity responses by the control 

group was between the mean for these two experimental groups, neither 

differed significantly frora the control group„ but they were sig

nificantly different from each other.. Essentially0 this indicates that 

the partner helps to reduce the Ss° error0 whether the Ss" error is 

in the direction of tho group response or not0 

The typa of response was also significant (P «001)0 However, 

this only indicated that the s©an number of independent responses 

(X » 8«85) is much higher than either the means for conformity (X = 0,31) 

or compromise (X 13 0a6?) responses® 

The response by condition (R X C) interaction was also quite 

significant (P — .005). This indicated that when one was opposed 



Table 6 

ANOVA OF TYPE OF RESPONSE 
(UA SUBJECTS) 

Source df MS F 

Between 

Condition (C) 1 .27 5.79 P < .05 

Sex 1 .02 .47 

Order (0) 1 .09 I.89 

G x Sex 1 .05 1.06 

C x 0 1 .14 2.96 

0 x Sex 1 .09 1.89 

C x 0 x Sex 1 .05 1.06 

Sx/C x 0 x Sex 232 .05 

Within 

Type of Response (R) 2 5596.64 2212.11 P IS .001 

R x C 2 22.12 8.75 P 2 .005 

R x Sex 2 2.40 .95 

R x 0 2 7.07 2.79 

R x C x Sex 2 1.39 .55 

R x G x 0 2 31.93 12.62 P ̂  .001 

R x 0 x Sex 2 .36 .14 

R x C x 0 x Sex 2 1.16 .46 

R x Ss/C x 0 x Sex 464 2.53 

Total 719 



un&niiaously, the conformity and. compromise responses became more fre

quent, and the independent responses bscams less frequent than when 

on® had a partner (See Table ?)<> 

The type of response by condition by order (R x C x 0) 

interaction (P ̂  o00l) demonstrated again what was previously she&m 

in Tables 3e and 5° However j, in Figure h0 this relationship can 

be seen nor© clearly* The means for the three types ©f responses 

were essentially th© same for the tv:o partner conditions (dashed 

lines)5 regardless of whether the partner condition ms first or 

laste But the means for the three typss of responses were very 

different for the two unanimous conditions (solid lines)0 The taean 

frequency of the various responses of the unanimous condition which 

followed the partner condition resembled the data fron th© two partner 

conditions„ except for a slight elevation of conformity responseso 

On the other hande the mean frequency of various responses in the 

unanimous condition that eaia© before the partner condition indicated 

fewer independent responses and more conformity and compresis© 

responses« It also should be noted that although the compromise 

responses were reduced by half by the subsequent partner condition* 

th© conformity responses wore essentially eliminated in both partner 

conditionss 

The data from the first four ANOVAs indicated differences in 

the reduction of the various measures of group influence were not due 

to differences in reacting to th© partner„ but reflected only dif

ferences in responding to the unanimous conditions„ In other words, 



Table 7 

MEANS OP TYPE OP RESPONSE BY CONDITION (R X C) 
INTERACTION FROM ANOVA ON TABLE 6 

(UA SUBJECTS) 

Types of Unanimous Partner 
Responses Condition Condition 

Independent 8,48 9*22 

Compromise .87 .48 

Conformity .4-3 *20 



© • Unanimous (Unanimous first) 

© -® Partner (Unanimous first) 

o o Unanimous (Partner first) 

o oPartner( Partner first) 

lOi 

7 85 
CO 
UJ 
CO 

i.oa 

0.77 

Compromise Conformity Independent 
TYPE OF RESPONSE 

Fig. 4. Means for Type of Response by Condition by 
Order (R x C x 0) Interaction from Table 6. 



If the UA Ss bad previously had a partner» they were lees Influenced 

by the unanimous condition than if they had not ted a partner pre-

viously® This seems t© contradict Aseh®s (1955) findings0 Aseh found 

that if the partner went along with th© groupe there was an abrupt 

rise in the subjects® errors« The submission to the group pressure 

of the unanimous majority was just about as frequent as when the * a * 

subject was opposed by a uaanimous majority throughout0 This was 

not found in the present study,, arcd may bs due to the suspicion 

evidenced by many Ss later in the trials0 

Intracondition Response Changes 0 In looking over the answers 

of the Ss who had the partner condition first to the question9 "How 

did you feel when the group was against you?" several people indicated 

a change in their perception of the experiment as it went on® 

(UA Femalep 21) At first„ 'since I didn't have a whole 
lot of sleepo I felt bad0 Maybe (l was) ruining your experi
ment* As I went onp I felt uore and more BUST© that I was 
right 5 that you had rigged ltc set a trap for me«> I wasnet 
going to press a lover (just) bseaus© everyone els© did0 

(UA Male, 19) 1*11 be damnedi (i) couldn't figure 
it out for a while9 then I thought (l had) different slides. 

If there was a change in their perception of the experiment, 

did it change their behavior on the first run (partner condition) 

before the experimental conditions had changed? T© answer this 

question, another ANOVA was run comparing three variables from the 

partner condition which was given first! the type of response (i«e«, 

independent» compromise0 or conformity)e s©3:e and the two halves of 

the critical trials (i®e«» the first five responses versus the second 

five). This ANOVA was summarized in Table 8, 
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Table 8 

ANOVA OF TYPE OF RESPONSE-
FIRST HALF VS. SECOND HALF OF PARTNER CONDITION 

WHEN PARTNER CONDITION WAS FIRST 
(UA SUBJECTS) 

Source df MS F 

Between 

Sex 1 .00 .00 

Ss/Sex 58 .02 

Within 

Type of Response (R) 2 786.03 1917.15 

Halves (H) 1 .03 .07 

R x H 2 9.10 22.20 

R x Sex 2 •lk .34 

H x Sex 1 .07 .17 

R x H x Sex 2 .01 .02 

R x H x Ss/Sex 290 .41 

Total 359 

P .001 

P 2= .001 
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Again® the type of response variable (R) was significant 

(P ̂  .001). This merely means that there were many more independent 

responses (X » 4.56) In each half than either compromise (X » .33) 

or conformity (X a <,0*0 responses. 

HoweverB the significance (P — .001) of the typa of response 

by halves (R x H) interaction seeros to answer the question posed above. 

This interaction can be Been mors clearly in Table 9® From the first 

five critical trials to the second five critical trialse the independent 

responses increased,, and the compromise responses decreasedB The 

conformity responses„ which were negligible to begin withp almost 

vanished completely. 

Some people may feel that the significance of the R x H 

interaction was exaggerated because of the large number (i.e., 36 out 

of £0) of Ss who gave no conformity or compromise responses under this 

co n d i t i o n .  T o  c h e c k  t h i s  a n o t h e r  A N O V A  w a s  r u n  u s i n g  o n l y  t h o s e  Z k  

Ss who had given at least one conformity ©r compromise responses Since 

the sex factor accounted for zero variance in the previous ANOVA 

(i.e.. Table 8)e the sex variable was not used in the present ANOVA, 

shown in Table 10. 

The typa of response (R) and the response by halves (R x H) 

interaction were found to be significant again (P 5= .001 for both). 

In fact the R x H interaction, shown in Table H 9 is even more pro

nounced. In other tiords 9 the significant R x H interaction found in 

the previous ANOVA was not merely an artifact of reduced subject 

variance. 
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Table 9 

MEANS OF TYPE OP RESPONSE BY HALVES 
(R x H) INTERACTION FROM TABLE 8 

Type of Response First Half Second Half 

Independent 4.28 4,83 

Compromise ,60 ,05 

Conformity ,07 ,0i 

Table 10 

ANOVA OF TYPE OF RESPONSE-
FIRST HALF VS. SECOND HALF OF PARTNER CONDITION 

WHEN PARTNER CONDITION WAS FIRST 
(CONFORMING AND/OR COMPROMISING SUBJECTS ONLY) 

Source df MS F 

Type of Response (R) 2 201.22 628.81 P £ .001 

Halves (H) 1 ,06 .19 

R x H 2 21.40 66.88 P S .001 

Ss/R x H 138 .32 

Total 143 



Table 11 

MEANS OP TYPE OF RESPONSE BY HALVES 
(R x H) INTERACTION FROM TABLE 10 

Type of Response First Half Second Half 

Independent 3*29 4.63 

Compromise 1,50 .1? 

Conformity .17 #04 



If this intraconditlon change in responses was found in the 

partner condition when it was run first„ possibly it also existed in 

the unanimous condition when it was run first® Examples of Sss 

introspections tended to suggest thiss 

(UA Femalep 39) At first I thought I'm not seeing it 
rights I8® all screwed up8 Later* I donH care? (I'll) just 
put down what I see0 

(UA Malee 19) At first, I thought I was wrongp try 
to make certain0 Later,, (l) thought I had to be right„ 
so I put the right ones domu 

An ANOVA was run for the UA Ss who had either conformed or 

compromised (N ** 38) in the unanimous condition, when the unanimous 

condition was run first0 This ANOVA is shown in Table 12, The means 

from the significant (P— «001) type of response by halves (R x H) 

interaction are shown in Table 13® Along v?ith the data from the 

partner condition when given first, those results essentially 

indicated that UA Ss who conformed or compromised Initially became 

more independent before the change in experimental conditions# 

Comparison of UA and High School Samples 

The UA and high school Ss were compared to see if there was 

any interaction between the position of the partner and the educational 

level or age variable» However9 whenever UA Ss were compared to high 

school Ss in this paper9 the UA Ss included only those Ss who had the 

unanimous condition first,, because all high school Ss were run only 

with the unanimous condition first# 

The first comparison involved the reduction of deviation 

scores (i.e.0 the deviation scores in the unanimous condition minus 
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Table 12 

ANOVA OF TYPE OF RESPONSE-
FIRST HALF VS. SECOND HALF OF UNANIMOUS CONDITION 

WHEN UNANIMOUS CONDITION WAS FIRST 
(COMPROMISING AND/OR CONFORMING UA SUBJECTS ONLY) 

Source df MS F 

Type of Response (R) 2 175.75 155.53 P:£ ,001 

Halves (H) 1 .15 .13 

R x H 2 ^3.15 38.19 P ̂  .001 

Ss/R x H 222 1.13 

Total 227 

Table 13 

MEANS FOR TYPE OF RESPONSE BY HALVES (R x H) 
INTERACTION FROM TABLE 12 

Type of Response 

Independent 

Compromise 

Conformity 

First Half 

2.53 

1A5 

.92 

Second Half 

4.18 

.26 

.29 
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the deviation scores in the partner condition). The ANOVA for this 

comparisono summarized in Table 14P involved the variables of position 

of the partner (i9e0B first5 middle9 or last)„ educational institution 

(i«e., UA or high school)B and seju 

As with the similar ANOVA for UA Ss only (ioeo0 Table 3)0 

neither position of the partner (P)„ p©x„ nor any of their interactions 

were significant« However, in the ANOVA including both UA and high 

school Sse there *?as a significant difference (PsS o05) between 

educational institutions (E)0 The UA Ss reduced their deviation score 

by a man value of 201? linesp while the high school Ss reduced 

their deviation score by a mean of 3° 82 lines# 

To determine whether this difference was due to the iimnimous 

condition alone, the partner condition aloneB or a combination of the 

two, two more ANOVA9s were run* one for deviation scores in the partner 

condition (see Table 15)0 and one for the deviation scores in the 

unanimous condition (see Table 16)» 

As can be seen in Table 15, there were no significant 

variables or interactions in the partner condition» In contrast. 

Table 16 shows two significant relationships« However^ the position 

of the partner by educational institution (P x E) interaction cannot 

be interpretedp even though it is significant (P^ o05)» since the 

position of the partner did not even become a relevant variable until 

after the unanimous condition vias run. 

The significance (P ̂  #025) of the educational institution 

variable (E) demonstrated that the high school Ss were more effected 
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Table 14 

ANOVA OP DEVIATION SCORE DIFFERENCES— 
UNANIMOUS MINUS PARTNER CONDITION 
(UA AND HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECTS) 

Source df MS F 

Position (P) 2 12.90 

00 •
 

Sex 1 18.41 1.11 

Educ. Inst. (E) 1 81.68 4.93 

P x Sex 2 6.81 .41 

P x E 2 37.53 2.26 

E x Sex 1 .01 

0
 
0
 

•
 

P x E x Sex 2 47.56 2.87 

Error 108 16.54 

Total 119 



Table 15 

ANOVA OF DEVIATION SCORES-
PARTNER CONDITION 

(UA AND HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECTS) 

Source df MS F 

Position (P) 2 .61 

o
 

C
M
 •
 

Sex 1 2.70 1.27 

Educ. Inst* (E) 1 2,70 1.27 

P x Sex 2 .23 .11 

P x E 2 3.93 1.85 

E x Sex 1 .Ofc .02 

P x E x Sex 2 .51 ,2k 

Error 108 2.13 

Total 119 
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Table 16 

ANOVA OF DEVIATION SCORES-
UNANIMOUS CONDITION 

(UA AND HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECTS) 

Source df MS P 

Position (P) 2 18.93 .96 

Sex 1 36.30 1.85 

Educ. Inst« (E) 1 112,13 5.72 

P x Sex 2 6.18 .31 

P x E 2 66.26 3.38 

E x Sex 1 .<* 0
 
0
 

•
 

P x E x Sex 2 5̂ .31 2.77 

Error 108 19.58 

P £ ,025 

P Sr .05 

Total 119 
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by the erroneous group norm (X 13 ^«37) under the unanimous condition 

than Hero the UA Ss (X » 2062)e Adding this to the information from 

the previous ANOVAs0 om can conclude that the differences in reduction 

of deviation seorea shours on Table is due essentially to the original 

susceptibility of Sa to unanimous group pressures„ rather than to 

differential effects of the partner or a combination of these two 

factors• 

Type of Responseo As with the UA Sse the combined group of 

UA and high school Ss ms analyzed to compare the frequency of indepen

dent 4 compromise, and conformity responses0 An ANOVA ms calculated 

using the following variablest type of response (R)0 condition (G)„ 

sex, and educational institution (E)„ This ANOVA is suEva&xieed in 

Table 17. 

The significance (P ̂  „005) of the condition variable (G) 

was due to fewer sntieonforraity responses in the partner condition 

than in the unanimous condition® (Antieenformity responses trnre not 

included in this ANOVA®) Likewisee the significance (P ̂  .001) of 

the type of response (R) merely indicated that independent responses 

were much more frequent (X « 8«^3) than either compromise (X «* #67) 

or conformity (X m „72) responses® 

The significance (P ̂  „00l) of the type of response by 

condition (R n G) interaction„ shorn in more detail in Figure 5» 

indicated that the partner condition (1) increased the number of 

independent responsesf (2) cut the compromise responses down by about 

half, and (3) almost eliminated the conformity responses® Thus the 



Table 17 

ANOVA OF TYPE OF RESPONSE-
UNANIMOUS AND PARTNER CONDITIONS 
(UA AND HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECTS) 

Source df MS P 

Between 

Condition (C) 1 .56 10.57 P-£ .005 

Sex 1 .05 1.00 

Educ. Inst. (E) 1 .02 .40 

G x Sex 1 .05 1.00 

C x E 1 .02 •40 

E x Sex 1 .05 1.00 

C x E x Sex 1 .05 1.00 

Ss/C x E x Sex 232 .05 

Within 

Type of Response (R) 2 4787.06 1230.61 P £ .001 

R x C 2 163.10 41.93 P £ .001 

R x Sex 2 8.14 2.09 

R x E 2 20.04 5.15 P < .01 

R x C x Sex 2 2.13 .55 

R x G x E 2 10.63 2.73 

R x E x Sex 2 .70 .18 

R x C x E x Sex 2 .28 .07 

R x Ss/C x E x Sex 464 3.89 

Total 719 
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Fig. 5* Means for Type of Response "by Condition 
(R x C) Interaction from Table 17 



partner condition, following the unanimous condition, seemed to be 

more effective in reducing conformity than compromising,. 

In Table 170 the typa of response by educational institution 

(R x E) interaction mis also significant (P a01)a This Interaction 

is shown in more detail in Figure 60 The as pact which stands out 

most In this interaction is the relationship between conformity and 

compromise responses0 When not responding independently, the UA 

Ss reacted predominantly by compromising,, while the high school Ss 

were more likely to conform« This suggests that tha high school Ss 

were more likely to pareeive tha situation as diehotemous (i©e0{, 

either I am completely right or the group is completely right)„ 

while the UA Ss were more likely to reflect a "niddle-of-the~road" 

philosophy (i<,e0£) possibly both the group and I are both partially 

correct, or both partially wrong)0 

Intra.condition Response Changeso Again the question is posed, 

"Did their performance change on the first run before the experimental 

conditions were changed?" Introspective reports from some of th© 

high school Ss seemed to reflect the same trend that was found with 

the UA Ss. 

(Pueblo Female, 17) At first I thought maybe I'm 
supposed to respond the way they respond. But then I 
saw how different the lines were^ so I started responding--
doing my own. 

(Salpointe Male, 16) I thought * « ® I didn't know what 
to think. I went along. (I) didn't think I was seeing them 
right# About the fourth or fifth one (critical trial), it 
(the difference) was obvious, so I changed ay answer* 
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Fig. 6. Means for Type of Response by Educational 
Institution (RxE) Interaction from 
Table 17 



An ANOVA was run for the two halves (H) of the unanimous 

condition, also including the factors of typa of response (R)0 sex, 

and educational institution (E)9 The summary of this ANOVA is 

shown in Table 180 

The significance (P o00l) of the typs of response (R) 

factor again demonstrated that for the halves, Indopandent responses 

(X - 3.7*0 were more prevalent than either conformity (X <= 067) 

or compromise (X 046) responses® 

The typs of response by educational institution (R x E) 

interaction via a also significant (P 5= O005)o As shown in more detail 

in Table 19® the R x B interaction, duplicated for halves of the 

unanimous condition what was previously seen in Figure 60 Again high 

school Ss„ who were influenced by the group, emphasized the conformity 

response more, while the UA Ss were higher on th© compromise responses. 

The UA Ss wore also more likely to give independent responses than 

high school Ss. 

The type of response by halves (R X H) interaction, shown to 

be significant (P ̂  .001) in Table 18, is shown in Table 20 in greater 

detail. Table 20 indicates that, as one went from the first half 

of the critical trials to the second half, the independent responses 

Increased, while the compromise and conformity responses were reduced. 

High School Samples 

Although the two high schools used ware lumped together when 

comparing their data to that from the UA Ss, it was felt necessary 
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Table 18 

ANOVA OF TYPE OF RESPONSE--

(UA AND HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECTS) 

Source df MS F 

Between 

Sex 1 .05 1.25 

Educo Inst. (S) 1 .02 .50 

E x Sex 1 .05 1.25 

Ss/E x Sex 116 .04 

Within 

Type of Response (R) 2 808.10 475.35 

Halves 1 .20 .12 

R x H 2 50.40 29.65 

R x Sex 2 3.70 2.18 

R x E  2 14.96 8.80 

H'x Sex 1 .01 .01 

H x E 1 

o
 
o
 

•
 .00 

R x H x Sex 2 .32 .19 

R x H x E 2 1.78 1.05 

R x E x Sex 2 .46 .27 

H x E x Sex 1 .01 .01 

R x H x E x Sex 2 .59 .35 

R x H x Ss/E x Sex 580 1.70 

Total 719 

P ̂  .001 

.001 

P =£ .005 



Table 19 

MEANS OP TYPE OP RESPONSE BY EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION 
(R x E) INTERACTION FROM TABLE 18 

Type of Response UA High School 

Independent 3*93 3»55 

Compromise ,5^ »38 

Conformity .38 .96 

Tablo 20 

MEANS OF TYPE OF RESPONSE BY HALVES (RxH) 
INTERACTION FROM TABLE 18 

Type of Response First Half Second Half 

Independent 3*23 ^.25 

Compromise .7^ ,18 

Conformity .95 *39 
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to corapaxe the individual high schools. Pueblo and Salpointe, in 

terms of the previously~explored variables. 

In Table 21„ the ANOVA is given for the reduction of deviation 

scores. This ANOVA includes the variables of the position of the 

partner (P)9 educational Institution (E)0 and sex0 

Of all the variables and interactions examined in Table 21, 

only the educational institution (E) as significant (P 305)« 

Pueblo Ss had reduced their deviation scores by a laeara value of 5«13# 

while Salpointe Ss had only reduced their deviation scores by a mean 

value of 2® 50® 

To further investigate this difference 9 two additional ANOVAs 

were calculated* one for the deviation scores in th© partner condition 

(see Table 22)0 and the other for deviation scores in the unanimous 

condition (see Table 23)0 

The ANOVA for the partner condition had no significant variables 

or interactions9 while the ANOVA for the unanimous condition indicated 

only on© significant variable (Ps= O025)e the educational institutions 

(E). Pueblo had a mean deviation score ©f 601?9 while Salpointe°s 

mean deviation score ms only 2097«. This indicated that the differences 

in the reduction of deviation scores beteeon the two schools as caused 

solely by the differences in initial reactions to group influence in 

the unanimous condition9 

Typa of Responsea To compare the frequency of independent, 

corapronisop and conformity responses, another ANOVA tas run (see Table 

24)» Beside the typo of response (R)0 this ANOVA included conditions 

(C), educational institutions (B), and sex« 
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Table 21 

ANOVA OF REDUCTION OF DEVIATION SCORES-
UNANIMOUS MINUS PARTNER CONDITION 

(HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECTS) 

Source df MS P 

Position (P) 2 1J4.72 1.90 

Sex 1 8.82 .37 

Edueo Inste (E) 1 104.02 4.43 

P x Sex 2 30.82 1.31 

P x E 2 5.02 .21 

E x Sex 1 .41 .01 

P x E x Sex 2 18.72 .79 

Error 48 ZJM 

Total 59 



Table 22 

ANOVA OF DEVIATION SCORES-
PARTNER CONDITION 

(HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECTS) 

Source df MS F 

Position (P) 2 3.72 1.22 

Sex 1 1.67 .5^ 

Educ. Inst* (E) 1 ^.2 7 1A0 

P x Sex 2 .22 .07 

P x E 2 2.32 .76 

E x Sex 1 .00 

o
 
o
 •
 

P x E x Sex 2 5.15 1.69 

Error 48 3.0k 

Total 59 



Source 

Position (P) 

Sex 

Ed.uc» Inst, (E) 

P x Sex 

P x E 

E x Sex 

P x E x Sex 

Error 
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Table 23 

ANOVA OF DEVIATION SCORES-
UNANIMOUS CONDITION 

(HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECTS) 

df MS P 

2 76.32 2.99 

1 19.27 .75 

1 153.60 6.02 

2 29.62 1.16 

2 8,45 .33 

1 .27 .01 

2 19.02 .74 

48 25.51 

Total 59 



Table 24 

ANOVA OF TYPE OF RESPONSE-
UNANIMOUS AND PARTNER CONDITIONS 

(HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECTS) 

104 

Sop?oe 

Between 

Condition (C) 

Sex 

Educo Insto (E) 

C x Sex 

C x E 

E x Sex 

C x E x Sex 

Ss/c x E x Sex 

df MS 

112 

.18 

.00 

.04 

.06 

.00 

.0* 

.04 

.05 

3.60 

.00 

.80 

.00 

.00 

.80 

.80 

Within 

Type of Response (R) 2 2202.3** 482.97 P ̂  .001 

R x G 2 121.81 26.71 P ̂  .001 

R x Sex z 6.53 1.43 

R x E z 23.74 5.21 P2= .01 

R x C x Sex 2 1.43 .31 

R x C x E 2 13.73 3.01 

R x E x Sex 2 

c
o
 c
o
 •
 .19 

R x G x E x Sex 2 .28 .06 

R x Ss/C x E x Sex 224 4.56 

jtal 359 
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The significance (P — .001) of th© type of response (R) 

variable indicated that there were E&ny isoro independent responses 

(X » 8«22) than either compromise (X #57) or conformity (X «* le05) 

responses© 

The interaction between type of response and condition (R x C) 

was also significant (P £ o00l)o The H x C iRteraetion is shown in 

more detail in Figraro ?o In contrast to the unanimous conditions the 

partner condition (1) increased th© mean Rumfear of independent responses, 

(2) out down the mean number of compromise responses by ©bout half» and 

(3) almost eliminated the eonforraity res parses 0 This essentially 

replicates th© data found with the UA Ss (see Figure k) 0 In other 

wordsp when the partner condition follows unanimous opposition,, it 

essentially eliminates conformity 0 but only reduces eorapresaisiRg by 

half* Houeverp th© proportion of compromising responses does not 

differ significantly frora equivalent responses in th© control group# 

Finallye the type of response by edue&tional institution 

(R x E) was also significant (P — 60i) in Table 240 The R x E 

interaction is shoim in greater detail in Figure 8a 

Although th© two high school samples differed little in 

comprofflising,, Pueblo Ss were more conforming and less independent 

than Salpointe Ss« In faet^ the responses ©f Salpointe Ss seem to 

resemble those of UA So (dashed line in Figure 8) more than those of 

the Pueblo Ssa (The date for the UA Ss was transferred fro® Figure 6,) 

It should also be noted that ©ven though the Salpointe Ss perforaed 

similarly to the UA Ss» th® Salpointe Ss still tended to confer® more. 
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Intracondttlon Response Changes 9 To tost for possible differ

ences between the first and second halves of the unanimous condition 

for high school Ss alone „ another ANOVA was nus.o This ANOVA dealt 

with the typs of response (R)0 halves (H)„ educational institution, 

a n d  s e x  ( s e e  T a b l e  2 5 ) 0  

The significance (P 5= o00l) of the typs of response variable 

(R) showed the preponderance of independent responses (X ** Jo55) over 

both conformity ()S e96) and eoRprotaiso (X <>39) responses« 

The type of response by educational institution (R x E) was 

also significant (P — #005) e A moro detailed view of this Interaction 

is shown, in Tabl® 26 9 showing Salpa&nte Ss again as raor© Indepsadent 

and less conforming than Puoblo S®0 

Also shown to bo significant (P £= oOOl) from Table 25 TO 

the type of response by halves (R x H) interaction• Examined in mors 

detail in Table 2?g the R x H interaction indicated a reduction in 

both conformity and compromise responses„ along Kith a corresponding 

increase in independent responses as one Kent frora the first half to 

the second half of the unanimous conditions 

Group Influence Related to Other Variables 

The additional reference group data were explored to see if 

they were related to the extent that Ss were influenced by the group® 

For each category„ two types of statistical tests were rung (l) a 

aedian test for deviation scores, and (2) a X test to compare the 

number of people t?ho conformed at least once (ieGap conforraers) 

Kith those who never conformed* Again, where the UA Ss were analyzedg 
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Table 25 

ANOVA OF TYPE OF RESPONSE-
FIRST HALF VS„ SECOND HALF 

UNANIMOUS CONDITION 
(HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECTS) 

Source df MS 

Between 

Sex .00 .00 

Educe Inst. (E) 1 .01 

c
m
 •
 

E x Sex 1 ,00 .00 

Ss/E x Sex 56 .04 

Within 

Type of Response (R) 2 3^2,75 169.68 

Halves (H) 1 .10 .05 

R x H 2 24.86 12.31 

R x Sex 2 3.06 1.51 

R x E 2 18.39 9.10 

H x Sex 1 .00 .00 

H x E 1 .01 .00 

R x H x E 2 1.3^ .66 

R x H x Sex 2 .08 .04 

H x E x Sex 1 .04 .02 

R x E x Sex 2 .53 .26 

R x E x H x Sex 2 .79 .39 

R x H x Ss/E x Sex 280 2.02 

Total 359 

P £ .001 

P ̂  .001 

P .005 



Table 26 

MEANS OP TYPE OP RESPONSE BY EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION 
(R x E) INTERACTION FROM TABLE 25 

Typa of Response Pueblo Salpolnte 

Independent 3*20 3,90 

Compromise ,32 »&3 

Conformity 1,38 .53 

Table 27 

MEANS OP TYPE OP RESPONSE BY HALVES (R x H) 
INTERACTION PROM TABLE 25 

Type of Response First Half Second Half 

Independent 3»05 4,05 

Compromise .57 ,18 

Conformity 1,32 ,60 
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the data included only those Ss who had th© unanimous condition 

first. 

Agoe The age factor was involved to some extent in the educa

tional institution factor (i.e«„ UA versus high school Ss)® However# 

since the UA Ss had such a large age range (16~39 years)c th© 

possibility of age differences was explored 0 The Ss were divided at 

21 years of age into two groupst since this tias the age at which 

society had made many legal distinctions« Both the median test for 

2 
deviation scores and the X test for conformers were used0 Neither 

test indicated a significant relationship tilth age0 

Religiono Two groups wore compared to all others with respect 

to religions (1) Catholics, and (2) those who indicated "no religious 

reference group0" Salpointe Ss were not used in either analysis, 

because they were essentially all Catholic® 

Combining Pueblo and UA Ss0 Catholics were found to be less 

2 
influenced by the group In terras of deviation scores (X 13 keZZ9 

p 
P ̂  .05) and were less likely to ba conforraers (X °» 5slOf P ̂  ,05)» 

Howeverp when these groups (i0Q0 D Pueblo and UA) were analyzed sepa-

ratelyt no significant differences were found, possibly due to the 

small number of Ss in each group# 

Those Ss who designated "no religious reference group" showed 

no significant differences from those who did note whether analyzed 

for UAP Pueblop or the combined groups» 

Racial-Ethnic Groups« Because there were so few Negroes 

(N » 3)» Indians (N » 1) p and Orientals (N <=> 0) used as experimental 
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Sj3t these Ss were grouped with Mexican- or Spanish-Americans (16 

from Pueblo, 7 from Salpointe* and 5 from UA) to form a "minority 

group" category0 Those who answered "mixed" wore put in the "minority" 

category if one aspect of the mixture included on© of the above-

mentioned groupse The UA Ss were not used since only 5 out of the 60 

Ss were in the "minority" grouping. In comparing the "minority" to 

the "non-minority" Ss for Pueblo9 Salpointe, and the combined groups, 

no significant differences were found with either the deviation scores 

or the number of conformers. 



CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 

The main conclusions of this study are as follows« (l) the 

veridical partner significantly reduced the effect of group influence, 

(2) the temporal aspect of the partners response did not significantly 

reduce group influence„ and (3) tho reactions to group influence 

were affected byj (a) some qualities of th© stimuli used,, (b) pos

sible suspicions generated by these stimulus qualities and/or lack 

of naivete, and (c) the general level of cognitive development of the Ss. 

Reduction of Conformity 

This dissertation replicated the studies discussed on pages 

1-2. In contrast to unanimous group opposition,, the presence of a 

veridical partner reduced group influence as indicated by the Ss* 

error rate (ioOo0 all nonveridical responses)e Even though the partner 

condition (when run first) did not have a significantly different 

error rate from its associated unanimous condition, the number of 
o 

conformity responses nas significantly reduced (X ® 13«68, P £«00l). 

Thu3, even though the error rate was essentially the same, the 

magnitude of the errors had decreased* 

Temporal Position of Partner 

The principal hypothesis of this dissertation was not supported. 

In other words, the temporal position of the partner's response did not 

U3 
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have any significant effect on the SB® responses in tho face of group 

influence• This seems to have been caused by three major factors? 

(1) a relatively high difficulty level as far as the stimuli were 

concerncdc (2) & relatively minimal level of group influence everted 

in the experimental situation* (3) an iritraconditional change in 

perceptual factors related to the stimuli that were used. 

Control Group Error 

The difficulty level of the stimuli used in the present study 

was greater than the difficulty level of Aseh's lines„ This conclusion 

is based on a comparison with th® eontrol (jroup error for Acches 

study (1951)0 as calculated frora his data® Aseh's control group error 

was 0,68j» for the stimuli used on the critical trials# In the present 

study, the eontrol group error for the stimuli from critical trials 

was approximately six times greater (X 13 10o58c P ̂  o0l)o 

Although this increased difficulty should have increased the effect 

of group pressures (see pages 14-16), other factors tended to reduce 

group influence* 

Reduced Group Pressure 

In the unanimous condition, the error rates were (from high to 

low)i 36000$! for Pueblo Ss, 29.00$ for all high school Ss combined, 

22,00$ for th© Salpointe Ss„ 20*83$ for UA Ss with the unanimous 

condition firste and 9*67% for UA Ss with the partner condition first. 

The highest error rate in the unanimous condition (i.e., 36# 

from Pueblo) essentially replicated th© error rate found in Asch#s (1955) 
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study (i.e.p 36.8^). But it ma expected that error rates under tho 

unanimous condition would be lesss because our variation of Crutch-

field's technique has been shown to produce less conformity than 

A&ch's faes-to-faeo situation (Deutseh and Gerard,, 1955? Levy, i960? 

Krcehp Gmtehfieldg and Ballach9y0 1962) 0 However0 wililt© the Cruteh« 

field situation,, the Ss t?ere isolated in completely {separate roosss 

(Milgrara,, 196l)a Thuae in this relatively anonymous situation^ 0110 

would expect the social pressures to b-a e\*era further reduced (see 

page 3*0 0 

The social pressures were so rainiisal that8 for th® most parte 

the error rat© of Ss ©n critical trials in the partner condition were 

not significantly different from tho error rat© of the Ss in the control 

groupc The only exceptions involved the UA Ss t?ha ted the partner 

condition first and th© Ss from Pueblo High School0 The error rate 

for those UA Ss ®s 9o00% (X^ 0 9©220 P c01)5 and th© error rate 

for the Pueblo Ss wasj ?067% (X^ 0 P ™ ®05)® In the partner 

condition,, the error rates for the UA Ss with the unaniraous condition 

first (5*67%)e the Salpointe Ss (5*67%)g and'the Ss from the combined 

high school sample (6e67%) were not significantly different from the 

error rate of th© control group on critical trials0 For all groups9 

the error rates in the critical trials of the unanimous condition were 

significantly different from the error rate ©f control group (P ̂  ,01). 

In the unanimous condition5 only two"error rates deviated 

greatly from th© expected range. They were the 9*67$ ©£ the UA Ss who 

had the partner condition first and the 3&f° of the Pueblo Ss. 
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Explanation of UA Error Rato 

The main factor that seemed, to cause the low rate of rion-

veridiesl responses for the unanimous condition (when tha partner 

condition tr&s run first) was related to the suspicions regarding the 

experimental situation® 

The Effect of Suspicione There seemed to he an increase In 

suspicion in the latter half of tho first rm, regardless of which 

condition was rim first0 This increase in suspicion tsas suggested 

by anecdotal responses fro® Ss (see pages 819 86, and 95) and supported 

by the statistical analysis which followed (see Tables 8-13, 18, 20, 

25, and 2?)o 

However0 if one looks at the data for each critical trial, 

the sharpest drop in the total number of compromise and conformity 

responses occurred after the fourth critical trials rather than after 

the f if tho In faetG anticonforraity responses,, in all conditions 9 were 

found only in critical trials 5® and 7 (ioe<>, slides 10„ 12„ and 

1^), Apparently there tiere some perceptual factors in these three 

slides which made the group choice seem to deviate from the standard 

line even more than in the first four trials0 

Several of the qualities of tho critical slides axe shown, 

slide by slide, in Table 28® Whether the comparison lines were 

ascending or descending did not seem to be related. Whether the line 

chosen by the group was larger or smaller than the veridical choice 

also showed no relationship# 

However, potential (i.e©, from the control group) and actual 

anticonforaity responses Here found exclusively in those critical trials 
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Table 28 

QUALITIES OF CRITICAL SLIDES 

Critical 
Trial 

Slide 
Number 

Length 
of 

Standard 
Line 

Ascending 
(A) or 
Descending 
(D) Order 

Smaller (S) or 
Larger (L) than 
Veridical Line 

Nearer to (N) 
or 

Farther from (F) 
Standard Lino 

lb 4 8.0" D S P 

2 6 6.5" D S F 

3 7 ^•cOM A L F 

9 

s v
t\ 

•
 

vn 

A L F 

5 10 k»5" D L N 

6 12 2.5" D L N 

7 1^ ^.0" A S N 

8* 15 

i 

1 1 

!
 
©
 

i 
•
 

1 
c
o
 

1 1 

A S N 

9 18 7.5" D S F 

10* 20 6.0" D S F 

I 

response. 
*0n these trials, it was impossible to choose an anticonformity 
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In which the group choice was nearer to the standard lino and when 

the standard line was relatively short« It should also be noted that 

whenever the control group made an error on a critical trial, it was 

always to pick a line farther from the standard0 In facte out of the 

total 30 control group errors9 whether on critical slides or not9 

only one error was in the direction of th© standard lin©0 All other 

errors were farther from the standard linee 

ThuSp as the Ss caraa to the fifth through seventh critical 

trials e tho nonveridical choice of the group looked even more dis

crepant than beforeo The constant discrepancy of one inch in length 

between the veridical response and the group choice may have seemed 

larger in these three critical trials for several reasons« First„ 

since the standard lines were relatively small, the one-inch discrepancy 

seemed to be relatively larger® Seconde on critical slides 5"7S the 

group choice was relatively nearer to the standard lino0 and therefore 

they may have generated a "contrast" effectB Finallyp besaus© the 

control group errors almost always move away from the standard line, 

those critical group choices nearer to tho standard line than th© 

veridical response may have seemed even more discrepant than when the 

group choice was farther amy from the standard line than the veridical 

response8 

Although the third critical trial had a short standard linee 

the discrepancy of tho group choice ms not noticeablee This was 

because the group choice was farther from the standard line than the 

veridical response. Thuse the group choice was less likely to create 
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a "contrast" effect and was mora In the direction of perceptual errors 

Ss were more likely to make® 

Likewise0 the eighth critical trial had the group choice 

nearer th® standard line, but did not have as great an effect as did 

the three previous critical trials 0 There were two possible reasons 

for this® Firste because the veridical response iras line 5 and the 

group choice was line 3® it was impassible to give an anilconformity 

response# Second^ because the group chose line 3« rather than lines 

1 or 2 as ©a the three previous critical trials„ the "contrast" 

effect may have been weakened © 

Thus the critical trials 5o 6e and 7 seemed to have had 

perceptual factors which reduced whatever stimulus ambiguity there may 

have been,, reduced judgmental difficulty, and increased subjective 

certainty in the experimental situation® In turn0 these factors seen 

to have lead to more Independent responses and/or increased suspicion 

on the part of the Sss 

Interaction of Partner and Suspicion,, Th® increased suspicion 

carried over to interact with the effect ofHhe partner on the second 

run. When the unanimous condition was first„ the increased suspicion 

and the effect of the partner supported each other to lead to a signif

icant reduction in nonveridical responses in the partner condition 

which followedo However, when the partner condition v&s run first, the 

effect of losing th© partner and the increased suspicions counteracted 

each other# This resulted in only minimal differences in nonveridical 

responses in the subsequent unanimous condition# Likewise, in the 
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partner condition, whea run first, suspicions via these perceptual 

factors would not havo been generated for nany &s until the fifth 

critical trials Thus the newness of the situation and/or the relative 

lack of (suspicion kept the error rat© high enough to be significantly 

different from that of the control group* 

Explanation of Pueblo Erroy Rate 

Just as the UA SG with the partner condition first had an 

unexpsctpd rat© of nenvcridical responses, the same ®G trua of Pueblo 

Ss, but in the opposite directions in the unanimous condition and 

7»&7% in the partner condition« Among all the groups that had the 

unanimous condition first, the Pueblo Ss had the highest error rates. 

Why? 

There are several possibilities# Factors that my have 

increased th© effect of group pressures with the Pueblo Ss m&y havo 

included (l) age differences, (2) lack of previous contact with scien

tific experiments or psychological experiments9 (3) intelligence dif

ferences, and/or (b) status differences a 

km Differences 9 Sine® the Pueblo Ss were younger than the 

UA Ss, possibly the youthfulness of the Ss explained this difference# 

This tr&s suggested by Tables lb9 16, 17 e 18, 19 and Figure 6. 

However, the age factor seems relatively unlikely, baeause the 

Salpointe Ss sees to resemble the UA Ss in their responses rcoro than 

they resenble the Pueblo Ss0 This tss shown in Tables 21, 23, 24, 25, 

26 ande most of all, in Figure 8e Also tjhen the ag© factor ma 

specifically analyzed for these "below 2i" and "21 or over" (see 

page 111), no significant differences were found® 
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Experience with Experiments <, Although an attempt isms taade to 

find Ss relatively naive to psychological experimentation,, cspocially 

in the area of conformitye this attempt t?as not completely successful0 

Hith the UA Ss0 they were recruited from introductory psychology 

classes and run before the class had covered any area in social 

psychologyo However, they had been instructed in the basic aspects 

of psychological experimentation® With the high school Ss9 juniors 

were used to avoid having Ss who tod taken high school psychology 

courses9 which rcer© usually given at the senior level0 

However with Salpointe Ss0 these efforts were unsuccessful« 

Subsequent to obtaining the volunteers and using most of the Salpointe 

Sav a couple of Ss mentioned during their debriefing that they had a 

course which covered similar aatorial© Upon further investigation, 

it was found that essentially all of ray Salpointe Ss had been in a 

course called "Christian Culture" during the previous semester of their 

junior y@ar0 This course covered elementary psychological principles9 

including the areas of perception and conformity® The text used9 

Growth in Christ by Br. Andrew Panzarella (196?)„ covered in a very 

rudimentary my the iforlcs of Aseh„ Milgrara, and Schachter in the areas 

Of conformity and deviation© 

Thus it was assumed that this lack of naivetl^ on the part of 

the Salpoint© Ss was significant in explaining th® differences in the 

responses between Salpoint® Ss and Pueblo Ss. This supported previous 

findings (see pages 26-29)„ 

Intelligence and Status Differencese In terms of those who 

attend colleges the average intelligence and social status are higher 
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than that of the total population# For example9 Berelson and Steiner 

(196U, p. 211)s indicated that the mean intelligence quotient of 

freshmen in a typical four-year college me about 115® This is about 

one standard deviation above the Ec?ane 

The otudent bcdy from Salpointo eoaes from higher socioeconomic 

groups than these from Pueblo« Because Salpoint© is a private school, 

the tuition to attend is prohibitive for these in tho lower social 

classes „ Although some lower-class students are given scholarships to 

attend0 thes© stuionte tend to ba tjq.11 above the average in intellectual 

abilitys In contrast to tho S&lpsinte students„ Pueblo students &T& 

nere likely to be working or lower class and more likely to be Me&iean-

American or Negro (Health,, Education^ and Welfare, 1971 )o Berelson 

and Steiner (196^0 p8 222) quote Tyler (1956? P<> 3^7) as saying, 

"The relationship of I0Qo to socioeconomic level is one of the bast 

documented facts in test historyo" 

Thus those lower in I0Qe or social status would tend to have 

less self-esteem and therefor© be more likely to conform (see pages 

2*4—25) • Thus one would expect some indication of socioseonoraic 

status (eegoo parent's occupation) or some estimate of intellectual 

ability (e<,go9 grade point average or percentiles from standardised 

intelligence tests) would correlate negatively with susceptibility 

to group pressures« If this relationship was found within th© groups, 

then group differences in intelligence or socioeconomic status my 

partially account for the differences in nonveridical responses 

between groups. 
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However, these data could not ba obtained for the Pueblo Ss, 

so the effect of these two factors could not be analyzed# 

If one looks into the experimental situation, since the 

Pueblo Ss were told that the group consisted of peers from other 

high 8choolsp it seems likely that they may have attributed higher 

social status and intellectual ability, this was less likely to occur 

with Salpointe Ss0 

Thus Pueblo Ss seem to iiave been influenced more by group 

pressures because of their greater naivete and (possibly) lower social 

standing and intellectual abilities. 

Type of Response and Co<*nitiva Development 

The more unexpected finding in this dissertation concerns the 

differences in the frequency of different types of responses, 

specifically compromise and conformityB between the high school Ss 

and the UA Ss„ As indicated in Tables 17-19 and Figures 6 and 8, 

the high school Ss gave relatively more conformity responsesp while the 

UA Ss emphasized compromise responses when influenced by the group* 

This seems to be due to the relative immaturity of the high 

school Ss» In th© framework of Piaget's stages of cognitive develop

ment, many of the high school Ss were beginning to enter the stags of 

formal operations8 Although this stage trns said to start at about 

eleven or twelve years of age (Phillips, 1969)5 another source states, 

". . ® more usually a mental age of fifteen or sixteen must be reached 

before thinking at the level of formal operations can "to expected" 

(Beard., 1969» P» 17)* Of course, more than one level of thinking 
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is used by any oae adolescent.,, depending on various factors (Beard9 

I9691 Phillips„ 1969s Singer and Singer, 1969? Sutton-Snith, 1973)» 

However, when tliis ability to abstract at this level is rela

tively extreme and in absolute terms (Beerdp 19693 Lugo and Hershey, 

1974; Stone and Church„ 1973? Sutton-Smith, 1973)? "Not only do 

questions take on new abstract dimensions but also the answers seem 

absolute and there is often little room to compromise s 0 (Lugo 

and Hersheyp 197^0 psge 50* K 

Thus if the adolescent8s relations are influneeed by the group, 

he is more likely to change completely over to their point of view by 

conforming,, rather than merely compromising0 However9 as formal 

operations progress and experience is gained, judgments of the group 

reaction become less extremee The adolescent then is more likely to 

see the group as partially right and partially wrong, rather than 

completely right or completely t?rong (BeardB 19693 Singer and Singer, 

1969)» In other words® the adolescent tends at first to think in 

dichotomies of correctness, and later ho changes this to a continuum. 

The bXack-tfhite situations fade into variations of gray® 

Thus e even though the main hypothesis (ioOot, the primcy 

and/or recency of the partner^ response trill reduce the influence of 

the group) was not supported by this dissertation, the study still 

had several positive attributes« Firste the overall effect of the 

partner in reducing group influence replicated previous studies0 

Second, the interaction of conformity and compromise responses with 

some characteristics of the experimental groups provided support for 
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the last of Plaget's stages of cognitive development* the stage of 

formal operations. Finally, this study has identified several stimulus 

factors which reduced group influence by contributing to the suspicious

ness of the Ss. 



APPENDIX A 

DESCRIPTION OF STUDY AND VOLUNTEER 
FORM FOR UA STUDENTS 

My particular experiment deals Tilth psresption and its relation 
to your reference groups, A reference group is any group with 
which you compare yourself to the extent that you tersd to adopt 
its values„ standards0 attitudes,, and 'behaviors as your own. 
You do not have to fea a msrabar of a group for it to bo your 
refer once group-. 

If the reference group influences your standards9 attitudes and 
valuesc doss it also influence sinplo perceptual tasks? Do 
people from different groups literally see things differently? 
This is what I am trying to find outo 

To do this9 I need about 200 subjects® » « After you turn in 
your forms5 I will try to match your free hours with rain© and 
call you up individually to make a definite appointment# It 
will only take about a half-hour per subject to do the tasks# 

The experiment doss nots I repaat0 does not us© electrical shock 
or physical pain in any carte 

After you have served as a subject, I will be glad to answer 
any questions you may still have about the experiment, I can 
guarantee that being a subject in ray experiment will ba an 
interesting and informative experience. Not only Mill you 
hear about scientific experimentation in this class, but you 
will also have the opportunity to participate in it first 
hand. 

The form that the UA students filled out asked for the parson's 

name first. Then it said,, "If you want to volunteer to ba a subject for 

psychological experimentsf please fill in the information requested 

below," The fona then asked the potential S*s local address and phone 

number and the sex of the S. 
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Under that inforaatione the S was asked, to put "X es" in the 

appropriate days of the week and times in a graphic time schedule# No 

fewer than five hours were to be MXM-ed in. 

The students were thanked for their cooperation* 



APPENDIX B 

DESCRIPTION OF VOLimTEER FORMS FOR 
HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS 

Tho form was the same as tho one for UA students, except 

(l) the graphic time schedule was cross-hatched for school hours 

so the student would not indicate these as free9 (2) Sunday was 

not included on the schedule„ and (3) the following extra information 

was asked for by circling the applicable alternativest 

My vision (is ) 20/20 
(is not) 

with glasses 
with contacts 
without either 

I (have ) 
(have no) 

transportation of my own. 

I (can ) arrange for transportation to the University, 
(cannot) 
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APPENDIX G 

REFERENCE GROUP FORM 

Initially tha form asked for naiue, age* sex, and elass level 

in school (ioe<,p "Fr®, Soph,,, Jy®, Si?0")o This was followed "by a 

definition of reference groups "0 0 o any group with which you 

identify (i«ees> I rant to ba HkG then) or compare yourself to the 

extent that you tend to adopt its values„ standards„ attitudes and 

behaviors as your otm0 You do not have to b@ a member of a group for 

it to be your reference group." 

Three reference groups were asked fors religious» racial-

ethnic and occupationalo Tha headings under these three categories 

had a short line on the left for the S to chock his preference and, 

if applicable, a longer line on the right to make a more spacific 

answer. 

Under religion, the headings i?©rei "Catholic," "Protestant," 

"Jewiahg" "Other," and "No religious reference grcupo" Only the 

headings of "Protestant" and "Other" asked to specify a more specific 

answer. 

Under the racial-ethnic category, the headings were "Caucasian," 

"Indian," "Mexican,," "Negro," "Oriental," and "Other or Mixed." Only 

the heading of "Other or Mixed" asked for a spseific group designation. 

Under the occupational category, the headings were "Business," 

"Educational," "Legal," "Medical," "Natural Science, other than 
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medicalrM "Religious," "Social Science^" "Othsr," and "None." All 

headings, except "Nono9" asked to specify a specific occupation. 



APPENDIX D 

CONTINUED DESCRIPTION OF THE STIMULI 

The standard line was 3 <>75 inches to the left of tho first 

comparison line, and there was .875 inches separating each comparison 

line* Tho standard line matched one of the five comparison lines 

within a tolerance of e0625 inches« The lines were .125 inches wide. 

The slides were numbered consecutively9 with the number 

appearing 10875 inches to the right of the comparison line and 3 inches 

from the top of the projected slide imago 0 As projected, the black 

lines were seen in a light area 10 inches high by 15 inches wide. 

The letters and numerals identifying the lines appeared .25 inches 

from the bottom of the lines# The bottom of the lines were one inch 

from the bottom of the lighted area0 
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